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With the increasing abundance of ‘digital footprints’ left by human interactions in online envi-
ronments, e.g., social media and app use, the ability to model complex human behavior has become
increasingly possible. Many approaches have been proposed, however, most previous model frame-
works are fairly restrictive. We introduce a new social modeling approach that enables the creation
of models directly from data with minimal a priori restrictions on the model class. In particular,
we infer the minimally complex, maximally predictive representation of an individual’s behavior
when viewed in isolation and as driven by a social input. We then apply this framework to a het-
erogeneous catalog of human behavior collected from fifteen thousand users on the microblogging
platform Twitter. The models allow us to describe how a user processes their past behavior and
their social inputs. Despite the diversity of observed user behavior, most models inferred fall into a
small subclass of all possible finite-state processes. Thus, our work demonstrates that user behavior,
while quite complex, belies simple underlying computational structures.
I. INTRODUCTION
The current decade has been marked by an increasing
availability of high-resolution, heterogeneous data sets
capturing human behavior in both real-world and digi-
tal environments [1–4]. This has made possible, for the
first time, large scale investigations into human behavior
across diverse groups of individuals. Of such phenomena,
human communication patterns are one of the most well-
studied. Such studies have included written correspon-
dences [5], email correspondences [6, 7], and call/SMS
records [8, 9]. The characteristics of these behavioral
patterns include heavy tails, seasonality, and burstiness.
This is certainly still an active field of research, and many
authors have called into question whether the observed
patterns are truly universal characteristics of human be-
havior or epiphenomena of the methods used in data col-
lection and analysis [10–12].
The standard model for human communication pat-
terns treats the observed behavior as a realization from
some sort of point process. Typically, the point process is
taken to be a renewal process, where the observed behav-
ior is completely specified by a distribution over the times
between activity. To account for the complex properties
of human behavior enumerated above, the interevent dis-
tribution is specified to have a heavy right tail, which
naturally gives rise to burstiness. The authors of [6, 7]
develop a refinement of this model which incorporates
seasonality by allowing an individual to pass between
∗ ddarmon@monmouth.edu
passive and active states, where the behavior within the
active state is governed by a Poisson process. Further
refinements of this model allow the activity during the
active periods to follow non-Poissonian dynamics [12].
We undertake an analysis of human communication
that does not a priori assume a renewal or renewal-like
model of the observed behavior. Motivated by the field
of computational mechanics [13], we define our models
explicitly in terms of a predictive representation of the
observed behavior. Unlike renewal process models, we
do not assume the behavior of individuals only depends
on the time between actions. We seek to understand
the behavior locally in time, where locality is defined
around periods of activity. Moreover, we explicitly in-
corporate the interactive aspect of online social media
services, something missing from much of the work on
modeling human interevent distributions, with [14] as a
notable exception.
In [15], the authors set out to elucidate the struc-
tural properties of stochastic processes using tools from
computational mechanics. To do so, they restricted
their investigation to the subset of stochastic processes
that are finitary, that is, those stochastic processes that
have a representation with a finite number of “causal”
states [16], as defined in Section II C. In this work, in-
stead of elucidating all possible finitary models, we ap-
proach the problem from the opposite direction: we seek
to trace the computational landscape of human behavior
in digital environments by discovering the finitary mod-
els present in user behavior, and then investigate their
computational structure.
We consider four models for user behavior on social
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2media. Figure 1 provides a schematic representation of
these models. The most general model (a) assumes that
a user’s future behavior is influenced by both their past
behavior and the past behavior of their social network,
which we call the self+socially-driven model. Models (b)
and (c) are two restrictions of this model, the former
where we assume that user’s future behavior is only in-
fluenced by their past behavior, and the latter where we
assume that the user’s future behavior is only influenced
by the past behavior of their social network. Finally,
model (d) corresponds to the case where the user’s behav-
ior is entirely explained by time-of-day and day-of-week
(i.e. seasonality).
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FIG. 1: A schematic representation of the classes of
models that we consider in this paper. (a) The most
general case, where the user’s observed behavior is
influenced by their social inputs and their own past
behavior. (b) The self-driven case, where the user’s
behavior only depends on their past behavior. (c) The
socially-driven case, where the user’s behavior only
depends on their social inputs. (d) The
seasonally-driven case, where the user’s behavior can
largely be attributed to time.
In the rest of the paper, we proceed as follows. In Sec-
tion II we motivate and develop the four models just pre-
sented, and propose methods for inferring them. In Sec-
tion III A we explore the descriptive performance of these
models on a real world data set derived from 15K users on
the microblogging platform Twitter. In Section III B, we
investigate the structure of the models present amongst
the users in our data set, and discuss the implications of
these models. Finally, we conclude with the implications
of our present work for the study of human communica-
tion patterns.
II. METHODOLOGY
A. User Behavior as a Discrete-Time Point Process
Consider the behavior of a user on a social media ser-
vice. At any given time instant, a user either posts to
the social media service or not. Thus, the user’s be-
havior may be modeled as a point process, where events
correspond to posts. A naive model of the user’s be-
havior might assume that they are equally likely to use
the service during any time instant. Under this model,
the time between uses is exponentially distributed, and
their activity pattern would correspond to a realization
from a Poisson process. However, human communication
patterns are known to be exhibit non-trivial complexi-
ties not accounted for by this model [10, 17], and thus
more flexible models are required. In the following sec-
tions, we present three models that capture the observed
complexity of human behavior in very different ways: a
seasonally-driven model where the user’s behavior is ac-
counted for by time-of-day; a self-driven model where a
user’s behavior results from self-feedback; and a socially-
driven model where a user’s behavior results from both
social- and self-feedback.
In practice, the information about human behavior on
digital services is reported in seconds. Because we are in-
terested in human-scale interactions between a user, their
inputs, and the social media service, this time resolution
is too fine grained. We begin by discretizing time into
intervals of length δ. We then ask if, during an interval
[(t − 1)δ, tδ), the user was active. We denote this value
for a user v by Xt(v) and define
Xt(v) =
{
1 : user v active during [(t− 1)δ, tδ)
0 : otherwise
. (1)
The choice of δ specifies the time scale of interest. For
example, if we take δ = 1 day, then the process {Xt(v)}
captures the weekly patterns of behavior that the user
exhibits. If instead we take δ = 1 hour, then {Xt(v)}
captures the daily patterns of the user. In this paper, we
will take δ = 10 minutes, because we are interested in the
short-timescale behavior of user behavior and user-user
interaction. However, it is important to note that there
is no single ‘correct’ resolution when considering the be-
havior of a point process, and a multi-timescale analysis
may be appropriate [18]. Moreover, different time resolu-
tions may be more or less appropriate for different users.
Figure 2a demonstrates the activity patterns {Xt(v)} of
three users at the 10 minute resolution, represented as a
rastergram. Each row of the rastergram corresponds to a
single day of activity, and each column of the rastergram
corresponds to a ten minute window within a single day.
A point occurs in the rastergram when Xt(v) = 1 for
that day and time.
In a social media setting, a user has access to informa-
tion provided by other users on the service. For example,
a user might passively examine the messages generated
3by other users they follow, observe a particular form of
communication directed at them, or actively investigate
a keyword or topic. Generically, we will denote the in-
puts to a user as Yt(v). We will assume that the inputs
to the user can be mapped to a finite alphabet Y. As an
example, if we consider Yt(v) to correspond to whether
or not the user v receives a mention during the time in-
terval [(t− 1)δ, tδ), then we take Y = {0, 1}, where y = 0
corresponds to no mention during that time interval, and
y = 1 corresponds to one or more mentions.
Our goal in this paper is the develop several con-
trasting models of a user’s observed behavior {Xt(v)}.
We take a predictive view of modeling, where we seek
to infer the probability that the user engages with the
social media service, given their past history of en-
gagement and the past history of their inputs. Let
Xt−1−∞(v) = (. . . , Xt−2(v), Xt−1(v)) be the past behav-
ior of user v, and let X∞t (v) = (Xt(v), Xt+1(v), . . .) be
the future behavior of the user. Similarly, let Y t−1−∞ (v) =
(. . . , Yt−2(v), Yt−1(v)) and Y∞t (v) = (Yt(v), Yt+1(v), . . .)
be the past and future values of the user’s inputs, con-
sidering t as the present. Then we are interested in de-
termining
P (X∞t (v) | Xt−1−∞(v) = xt−1−∞, Y t−1−∞ = yt−1−∞(v)), (2)
the distribution over user v’s behavior starting from time
t, given their own past behavior and the past behavior
of their inputs. For ease of presentation, in the following
sections, we drop the dependence on v in the notation,
but emphasize that for each user v, we assume a unique
model for that user’s behavior.
B. Seasonally-Driven Model: Inhomogenous
Bernoulli
Thus far, we have specified our model of human behav-
ior in terms of a discrete-time point process: the observed
behavior of the user is either active or quiescent during
any given interval of time. One of the simplest models
that can capture some of the complexity of human be-
havior is a renewal process [19, 20]. From this perspec-
tive, the activity of the user is taken to occur at random
times, with the time between occurrences governed by a
distribution over the interarrival times. For example, if
we take the interarrival distribution to be geometric with
parameter p, then the renewal process is a Bernoulli pro-
cess, the discrete-time analog of a Poisson process. Typi-
cally, the interarrival distribution is taken to have a long
tail, to capture the fact that human behavior tends to
be bursty, with long periods of quiescence punctuated by
periods of high activity. See Figure 2 for examples of
users who exhibit such behavior. Popular distributions
for the interarrival times include log-normal, power law,
and stretched exponential distributions [10].
Due to the inherent seasonality in human behavior,
time-homogeneous renewal process-based models are al-
most certainly misspecified. For example, a typical
user on Twitter will be more likely to be active during
the daylight hours in their geographic area than during
the nighttime hours. This fact may explain the long
tails typically observed in studies of the activity pat-
terns of humans [21]. Moreover, we see such daily and
weekly seasonality patterns in the aggregate behavior of
users on Twitter. Because of this, we consider a time-
inhomogeneous point process model for a user’s observed
activity, where the probability a user is active during
any time interval is independent of their previous activ-
ity and the activity of their inputs, and varies smoothly
with time,
P (Xt = 1 | Xt−1−∞ = xt−1−∞, Y t−1−∞ = yt−1−∞, ) = p(t) (3)
Moreover, we assume that p(t) is periodic, p(t+τ) = p(t),
with τ chosen such that for a coarsening interval δ, τδ = 1
week. We take (3) as our instantiation of the seasonally-
driven model from Figure 1d.
We estimate the individual seasonality p(t) for each
user via a Generalized Additive Model (GAM) [22]
logit(p(t)) = β0 + f(t) (4)
where
logit(x) = log
(
x
1− x
)
(5)
using the mgcv package in R. Figure 2 demonstrates the
observed behavior of several users, along with their esti-
mated activity probabilities p(t).
C. Self-driven Model: The -machine
The previous model assumes that the user’s activity
during any time interval is independent of their activity
during other time intervals, and accounts for the sea-
sonality and bursting observed in a user by allowing the
probability of their activity to vary according to time-of-
day and day-of-week. Alternatively, a user might exhibit
burstiness due to self-excitation. As an example, the user
might be isolated from the devices they use to interact
with the social media service, which would lead to a pe-
riod of quiescence. Then, upon regaining access to their
devices, they might use the service, which could lead to
a self-excitation to continue using the service.
This sort of behavior motivates an autoregressive
model for the user’s behavior, where their behavior in
the future is determined by their past behavior. That is,
the probability that they behave a certain way in the fu-
ture starting at time t is determined by how they behaved
up until time t and does not depend on their inputs,
P (X∞1 | X0−∞ = x0−∞). (6)
This model assumes that the users behavior is condi-
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FIG. 2: (a) Rastergram representation of the activity of
three users on Twitter over a 44 week period. (b) The
expected activity of the same three users. Each panel
corresponds to the expected activity by day-of-week,
from Monday to Sunday. (c) The expected activity
from (b), laid out in the same format as the rastergram.
Note that the color scale for each panel is taken from 0
to max
t
pv(t) for each user v to make the seasonality in
the activity patterns more obvious.
tionally stationary [23]. For human behavior, this as-
sumption may not hold in general, and thus care must
be taken in applying this model with actual data. We
address this in Section II E, where we specify our proce-
dure for day-casting user behavior. Previous work has
found this model to perform well with many users on
Twitter [14, 24, 25].
We take the self-driven model from Figure 1b to cor-
respond to a stochastic process governed by (6), which
we develop using computational mechanics [13]. Compu-
tational mechanics provides the unique, minimally com-
plex, maximally predictive representation of a discrete
state, discrete time stochastic process {Xt}t∈Z over the
alphabet X . The insight of computational mechanics is
that when considering the predictive distribution (6), it
is typically more useful to consider a statistic of the past
xt−1−∞ rather than the entire past itself. It can be shown
that the unique minimal sufficient predictive statistic of
the past Xt−1−∞ for the future X
∞
t of a conditionally sta-
tionary stochastic process is the equivalence class over
predictive distributions. That is, two pasts xˆt−1−∞ and
x : p✏M
s✏Mi s
✏M
j
(a) -machine
x | y : p✏T
s✏Ti s
✏T
j
(b) -transducer
FIG. 3: Transitions between (a) -machine and (b)
-transducer causal states. Each transition is labeled by
the (a) marginal and (b) joint emission symbol, as well
as the transition probability pM/T.
x˜t−1−∞ are considered equivalent xˆ
t−1
−∞ ∼ x˜t−1−∞ if and only
if P (X∞t | Xt−1−∞ = xˆt−1−∞) = P (X∞t | Xt−1−∞ = x˜t−1−∞). The
equivalence relation induces a set of equivalence classes S
called the causal states of the process. The causal states,
the allowed transitions between them, and the probabil-
ity associated with the transitions is called the -machine
for the process {Xt}t∈Z. For a stochastic process with
a finite number of predictive equivalence classes, the -
machine may be represented as deterministic finite au-
tomata, where the states of the automata correspond to
the causal states, and the transitions between states are
determined by the outputs x ∈ X . A demonstration of a
portion of such a representation is given in Figure 3a.
D. Socially-driven Models: The -transducer
The previous two models assume that either the user is
driven seasonally by time-of-day type influences, or that
the user is self-driven. On a social media service, we
expect a user to interact with other users, and therefore
we would expect the user’s behavior to be associated with
the behavior of those users. For example, a user might
become more likely to tweet if they have recently been
mentioned by another user. Such social associations are
captured by the social inputs {Yt(v)}t∈Z of a user v. In
particular, we will focus on the mention history of the
user,
Yt(v) =
{
1 : mention of v in [(t− 1)δ, tδ)
0 : otherwise
. (7)
That is, Yt(v) corresponds to whether or not the user v
received any mentions during the time window of length
δ indexed by t.
We take the modeling perspective where the user acts
as a transducer, mapping their own past behavior and
the past behavior of their social inputs into their fu-
ture behavior. More explicitly, as with the self-driven
example, we seek the minimally complex, maximally
predictive model for the user’s behavior. Again, com-
putational mechanics provides such a model via the -
transducer [26, 27]. The theory for the -transducer has
5been recently developed in [28]. The main insight is the
same as for the -machine: we define an equivalence re-
lation over joint input-output pasts such that two pasts
are equivalent if they induce the same predictive distribu-
tion over the future output. As with the -machine, this
equivalence relation induces a partition of the joint input-
output past into channel causal states. Transitions be-
tween channel causal states occur on joint input-output
pairs, and thus an -transducer with finitely many chan-
nel causal states, like an -machine, can be represented
as a deterministic automata. The representation is given
in Figure 3b.
For the socially-driven model, we distinguish between
the self-memoryful -transducer and self-memoryless
cases, corresponding to the models from Figure 1a
and Figure 1b, respectively. For the self-memoryful -
transducer, we construct the equivalence classes using the
joint input-output pasts, while for the self-memoryless
-transducer, we construct the equivalence classes us-
ing only the output pasts. Thus, the self-memoryless
-transducer assumes that a user’s behavior is purely
driven by their social input. We consider both cases un-
der the heading of socially-driven models.
E. Data Collection and Pre-processing
The activity of the 15K users was collected over a 49
week period, from 6 June 2014 to 15 May 2015. After
data cleaning to account for outages in the data collec-
tion, 44 weeks of data were generated. We did not in-
clude the quiescent users in our analysis. As described
above, the self-driven and socially-driven models assume
that a user’s behavior can be modeled as a condition-
ally stationary stochastic process, where the distribution
over futures is independent of the time index conditional
on the observed past of the user or the observed joint
input / output past, respectively. In order to make this
assumption approximately true, we ‘daycast’ the time se-
ries associated with each user as follows. For a user, we
determine their time zone as recorded by Twitter, and
window their activity to be between 9 AM and 10 PM
during their local time. We take this time window to
capture the waking hours of a typical individual.
For this study, we split the 44 weeks of data into 28
weeks of training data and 16 weeks of testing data. The
training data is used to select and infer the models, as we
describe in the next section. The testing data is used for
the comparison of these models in terms of their predic-
tive and descriptive performance. This train/test split is
performed to ensure that we obtain unbiased estimates
of how the models perform for each user.
F. Model Inference and Selection
For the seasonally-driven model, the only model pa-
rameter associated with each user is the smoothing
parameter for the splines used to estimate the non-
parametric term f(t) in (4). This parameter is chosen
using generalized cross validation [29] on the 28 weeks of
training data.
For -machine reconstruction, we use the Causal State
Splitting Reconstruction (CSSR) algorithm [30] to infer
the models from data. For -transducer reconstruction,
we use the Transducer Causal State Splitting Reconstruc-
tion (transCSSR) algorithm, described in Appendix A.
Both CSSR and transCSSR require the specification of
a tuning parameter α that controls the probability of
splitting histories from a state when no such split should
occur, and Lmax, the maximum history length used in de-
termining the candidate causal / transducer states. We
fix α at 0.001. The maximum history length Lmax di-
rectly balances between the flexibility of the model and
the precision with which the probabilities may be es-
timated. As an example, suppose a maximum history
length Lmax is sufficient to resolve the causal states.
In the extreme case that each history of length Lmax
specifies a unique predictive distribution (an order Lmax
Markov model), then the model would result in |X |Lmax
causal states. However, as we increase Lmax, we also nec-
essarily decrease the number of examples of each history
used to estimate the predictive distribution. This can
result in spurious splitting of histories.
We use K-fold cross-validation [29] to choose the ap-
propriate Lmax for each user. In particular, for each user,
we randomly partition the 196 days in the training set
into K = 5 folds. For a held out fold k whose time in-
dices are Tk, define the empirical total variation (ETV)
distance between their observed behavior during that fold
and the model inferred using the K − 1 remaining folds
as
ETV(Lmax, k)
=
1
|Tk|
∑
t∈Tk
(
1
2
∑
x∈X
∣∣δXv(t),x − p(Lmax,−k)v (x, t)∣∣
)
(8)
where δx′,x is the Kronecker delta and p
(Lmax,−k)
v (x, t) is
the probability of observing outcome x at time t using
the model inferred with all of the data except that from
kth fold. In the binary case, (8) reduces to
ETV(Lmax, k)
=
1
|Tk|
∑
t∈Tk
∣∣δXv(t),1 − p(Lmax,−k)v (1, t)∣∣ (9)
Thus, we see that (8) quantifies the model performance
by comparing the actual outcome for the user to the esti-
mated probability of that outcome using the model. We
can then compute the average of the empirical total vari-
ation over the held out sets,
ETV(Lmax) =
1
K
K∑
k=1
ETV(Lmax, k), (10)
6and choose Lmax to minimize this value. We perform
this optimization using Lmax from 1 to 6, which for
δ = 10 minutes corresponds to a time span between ten
minutes and an hour.
III. RESULTS
A. Descriptive Performance Across the Model
Classes
We begin by examining the ability of the four models
developed in Sections II B–II D to describe a given user’s
behavior. To do so, we compute the ETV, as defined
by (8), between the held out test data and the cross-
validated models of each type. This provides us with a
measure of how the models generalize to unseen behavior,
and thus an indication of how well the models describe
a user’s behavior. Because the ETV for a given user
depends on their overall activity level, we standardize
the ETV for a model M by the ETV for the seasonality
model, giving us a score function
Score(M;S) = ETV(S)
ETV(M) . (11)
Recalling that a smaller ETV value indicates a smaller
distance between the observed behavior and the model
predictions, we see that Score(M;S) will be greater than
1 when model M outperforms the seasonal model, and
smaller than 1 otherwise.
The scores across all users for all models are shown
in Figure 4. The diagonal shows the densities of scores
across the users for each model type. The self- and
socially-driven models generally perform better than the
seasonal model, with all of the score densities having a
heavy tail right tail. We see that the self-memoryful -
transducer performs best, with a score greater than 1 for
82.1% of the users. The self-memoryless -transducer is
next best, with a score greater than 1 for 79.4% of the
users. The -machine has a score greater than 1 for 72%
of the users.
We further summarize the pairwise comparisons be-
tween the non-seasonal models in Table I. As expected,
the self-memoryful -transducer outperforms both the -
machine and the self-memoryless -transducer on most
users, as indicated by the mass of users above the iden-
tity line in the first quadrant in the bottom row of Fig-
ure 4. However, the users are much more equally split
between those where the -machine outperforms the self-
memoryless -transducer (45.2%) and vice versa (54.8%).
B. -machine Causal Architectures
We next explore the typical -machine architectures
across the users. The number of causal states for an -
machine gives a rough indication of the complexity of the
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FIG. 4: The descriptive performance of the self-driven
and socially-driven models for each user on the test set
data relative to the seasonally-driven model using the
ETV-based score defined by (11). The diagonal entries
show the density of scores for the -machine,
self-memoryless -transducer, and self-memoryful
-transducer across the users. The off-diagonal entries
compare the scores between the non-seasonal models. A
score greater than 1 indicates that the referenced model
outperformed the seasonally-driven model.
TABLE I: Pairwise comparison between the -machine
(M), self-memoryless -transducer (T-ML), and
self-memoryful -transducer (T-MF) across the users.
Each entry in the table gives the proportion of users
with Score(M1;S) > Score(M2;S).
M1 \ M2 M T-ML T-MF
M — 0.452 0.244
T-ML 0.548 — 0.336
T-MF 0.756 0.618 —
user’s behavior since each causal state indicates a further
refinement of the past necessary for predictive sufficiency.
In fact, the logarithm of the number of states is called
the topological complexity of the -machine [31]. We find
that most users are best described by models with a small
number of states, with 95% of users having 13 or fewer
causal states, and the largest -machine having 58 states.
Note that the maximum number of possible causal states
when Lmax = 6 is 2
6 = 64.
Renewal Process. We next consider the general
types of stochastic processes captured by many of the
-machines. We find that a large proportion of the users
7have -machines which correspond to a generalization of a
discrete-time renewal process. Recall that a discrete-time
renewal process is a point process such that the lengths
{Ni} of periods of quiescence (runs of 0s between succes-
sive 1s) are independent and distributed according to an
inter-arrival distribution f0(n) = P (N = n) [32]. Equiv-
alently, discrete-time renewal processes can be defined in
terms of the survival function w0(n) = P (N ≥ n). Be-
cause discrete-time renewal processes are a special case
of the more general processes described by (6), their -
machine architecture takes on a very particular form [32].
The -machine for a discrete-time renewal process has a
unique start state transitioned to after a period of ac-
tivity, and transitions after a period of quiescence tra-
verse a chain of states that counts the number of time
points since an activity period occurred. We reproduce
the generic architecture found amongst the renewal pro-
cess -machines in Figure 5 (left). This is a special finite
state case of the more general architecture for a discrete-
time renewal process. In the nomenclature introduced
in [32], this is an n˜ eventually ∆0-Poisson process with
characteristic parameters (n˜,∆0 = 1), where n˜ refers to
the number of quiescent time steps necessary for the -
machine to behave as a Poisson (Bernoulli) process, and
the ∆0 refers to the smallest resolution at which the inter-
event times may be coarse-grained and remain geomet-
rically distributed. Such a process has an inter-event
distribution
f0(n) =
{
p0(n) : n = 0, . . . , n˜
f0(n˜)λ
n−n˜
0 : n > n˜
. (12)
where {p0(n)}n˜n=0 specify the initial n˜ + 1 values of the
inter-event distribution and λ0 =
1−∑n˜n=0 p0(n)
1−∑ ˜n−1n=0 p0(n) . We note
that using CSSR with finite Lmax necessarily results in
the reconstruction of finite state -machines, and thus
for an n˜ eventually ∆0-Poisson processes with n˜ > Lmax,
the inferred -machine will be an approximation to the
longer memory process. In fact, this motivates a partic-
ular family of parametric models with parameters n˜ and
{p0(n)}n˜n=0 which specify the initial inter-event behavior.
We emphasize that this particular family of parametric
models was not assumed, but rather discovered via the
use of CSSR.
Reverse Renewal Process. A renewal process is
specified by a distribution f0(n) over run lengths {Ni} of
quiescence. For such a process, the distribution f1(m)
over run lengths {Mi} of activity follows a geometric
distribution. One could also define a process where
these roles are reversed: the distribution f1(m) over
run lengths of activity takes an arbitrary form, and the
distribution f0(n) over run lengths of quiescence fol-
lows a geometric distribution. We call such a process
a reverse renewal process, since the roles of quiescence
and activity are reversed. The -machine for a reverse
renewal process is given in Figure 5 (right). In analogy
to the n˜ eventually ∆0-Poisson process, we call this pro-
cess a reverse m˜ eventually ∆1-Poisson process, which
has the inter-quiescence distribution given by
f1(m) =
{
p1(m) : m = 0, . . . , m˜
f1(m˜)λ
m−m˜
1 : m > m˜
(13)
where {p1(m)}m˜m=0 specify the initial m˜+ 1 values of the
inter-quiescence distribution and λ1 =
1−∑m˜m=0 p1(m)
1−∑ ˜m−1m=0 p1(m) .
...
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<latexit sha1_base64="uUoGGD3fCVKteXXQW1kWeLrz7+g=">AAACEnicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBDiJcyK4OMU8OIxQtYEkiXMTibJkJndZWZWCct+hl71PzyJV3/A3/ALnCR7MIkFDdVV3XRTQSy4Nhh/Oyura+sbm4Wt4vbO7t5+6eDwQUeJosyjkYhUKyCaCR4yz3AjWCtWjMhAsGYwup34zUemNI/ChhnHzJdkEPI+p8RYqYPRDXrqpjiruGfdUhlX8RRombg5KUOOer f00+lFNJEsNFQQrdsujo2fEmU4FSwrdhLNYkJHZMDaloZEMu2n058zdGqVHupHylZo0FT9u5ESqfVYBnZSEjPUi95E/M9rJ6Z/5ac8jBPDQjo71E8EMhGaBIB6XDFqxNgSQhW3vyI6JIpQY2OauxLIbL63gg3JXYxkmXjn1esqvr8o1xp5WgU4hhOogAuXUIM7qIMHFGJ4gVd4c56dd+fD+ZyNrjj5zhHMwfn6BU1vnaU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="uUoGGD3fCVKteXXQW1kWeLrz7+g=">AAACEnicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBDiJcyK4OMU8OIxQtYEkiXMTibJkJndZWZWCct+hl71PzyJV3/A3/ALnCR7MIkFDdVV3XRTQSy4Nhh/Oyura+sbm4Wt4vbO7t5+6eDwQUeJosyjkYhUKyCaCR4yz3AjWCtWjMhAsGYwup34zUemNI/ChhnHzJdkEPI+p8RYqYPRDXrqpjiruGfdUhlX8RRombg5KUOOer f00+lFNJEsNFQQrdsujo2fEmU4FSwrdhLNYkJHZMDaloZEMu2n058zdGqVHupHylZo0FT9u5ESqfVYBnZSEjPUi95E/M9rJ6Z/5ac8jBPDQjo71E8EMhGaBIB6XDFqxNgSQhW3vyI6JIpQY2OauxLIbL63gg3JXYxkmXjn1esqvr8o1xp5WgU4hhOogAuXUIM7qIMHFGJ4gVd4c56dd+fD+ZyNrjj5zhHMwfn6BU1vnaU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="uUoGGD3fCVKteXXQW1kWeLrz7+g=">AAACEnicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBDiJcyK4OMU8OIxQtYEkiXMTibJkJndZWZWCct+hl71PzyJV3/A3/ALnCR7MIkFDdVV3XRTQSy4Nhh/Oyura+sbm4Wt4vbO7t5+6eDwQUeJosyjkYhUKyCaCR4yz3AjWCtWjMhAsGYwup34zUemNI/ChhnHzJdkEPI+p8RYqYPRDXrqpjiruGfdUhlX8RRombg5KUOOer f00+lFNJEsNFQQrdsujo2fEmU4FSwrdhLNYkJHZMDaloZEMu2n058zdGqVHupHylZo0FT9u5ESqfVYBnZSEjPUi95E/M9rJ6Z/5ac8jBPDQjo71E8EMhGaBIB6XDFqxNgSQhW3vyI6JIpQY2OauxLIbL63gg3JXYxkmXjn1esqvr8o1xp5WgU4hhOogAuXUIM7qIMHFGJ4gVd4c56dd+fD+ZyNrjj5zhHMwfn6BU1vnaU=</latexit>
0 :
w0(2)
w0(1)
<latexit sha1_base64="CThaDtghnYiDvnUBGkRacVpv+Go=">AAACJXicbZDLSgMxFIYzXmu9jboUIViEdlMyRfCyKrhxWaFjC+1QMmmmDU1mhiSjlGFWvoxu9T1cieDKd/AJTNtZ2NYfAl/+cw4n+f2YM6UR+rJWVtfWNzYLW8Xtnd29ffvg8F5FiSTUJRGPZNvHinIWUlczzWk7lhQLn9OWP7qZ1FsPVCoWhU09jqkn8CBkASNYG6tnnyB4DbuBxCR97KUoK9cqWU5OJevZJV RFU8FlcHIogVyNnv3T7UckETTUhGOlOg6KtZdiqRnhNCt2E0VjTEZ4QDsGQyyo8tLpNzJ4Zpw+DCJpTqjh1P07kWKh1Fj4plNgPVSLtYn5X62T6ODSS1kYJ5qGZLYoSDjUEZxkAvtMUqL52AAmkpm3QjLEJhNtkpvb4ots/m4ME5KzGMkyuLXqVRXdnZfqzTytAjgGp6AMHHAB6uAWNIALCHgCL+AVvFnP1rv1YX3OWlesfOYIzMn6/gUyiqTp</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CThaDtghnYiDvnUBGkRacVpv+Go=">AAACJXicbZDLSgMxFIYzXmu9jboUIViEdlMyRfCyKrhxWaFjC+1QMmmmDU1mhiSjlGFWvoxu9T1cieDKd/AJTNtZ2NYfAl/+cw4n+f2YM6UR+rJWVtfWNzYLW8Xtnd29ffvg8F5FiSTUJRGPZNvHinIWUlczzWk7lhQLn9OWP7qZ1FsPVCoWhU09jqkn8CBkASNYG6tnnyB4DbuBxCR97KUoK9cqWU5OJevZJV RFU8FlcHIogVyNnv3T7UckETTUhGOlOg6KtZdiqRnhNCt2E0VjTEZ4QDsGQyyo8tLpNzJ4Zpw+DCJpTqjh1P07kWKh1Fj4plNgPVSLtYn5X62T6ODSS1kYJ5qGZLYoSDjUEZxkAvtMUqL52AAmkpm3QjLEJhNtkpvb4ots/m4ME5KzGMkyuLXqVRXdnZfqzTytAjgGp6AMHHAB6uAWNIALCHgCL+AVvFnP1rv1YX3OWlesfOYIzMn6/gUyiqTp</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CThaDtghnYiDvnUBGkRacVpv+Go=">AAACJXicbZDLSgMxFIYzXmu9jboUIViEdlMyRfCyKrhxWaFjC+1QMmmmDU1mhiSjlGFWvoxu9T1cieDKd/AJTNtZ2NYfAl/+cw4n+f2YM6UR+rJWVtfWNzYLW8Xtnd29ffvg8F5FiSTUJRGPZNvHinIWUlczzWk7lhQLn9OWP7qZ1FsPVCoWhU09jqkn8CBkASNYG6tnnyB4DbuBxCR97KUoK9cqWU5OJevZJV RFU8FlcHIogVyNnv3T7UckETTUhGOlOg6KtZdiqRnhNCt2E0VjTEZ4QDsGQyyo8tLpNzJ4Zpw+DCJpTqjh1P07kWKh1Fj4plNgPVSLtYn5X62T6ODSS1kYJ5qGZLYoSDjUEZxkAvtMUqL52AAmkpm3QjLEJhNtkpvb4ots/m4ME5KzGMkyuLXqVRXdnZfqzTytAjgGp6AMHHAB6uAWNIALCHgCL+AVvFnP1rv1YX3OWlesfOYIzMn6/gUyiqTp</latexit>
0 :
w0(3)
w0(2)
<latexit sha1_base64="lGA4oHU7tlGriu7SEsKiAyTPXk4=">AAACJXicbZDLSgMxFIYz9VbrbdSlCMEitJuSqYKXVcGNywodW2iHIZNm2tDMhSSjlGFWvoxu9T1cieDKd/AJTNtZ2NYfAl/+cw4n+b2YM6kQ+jIKK6tr6xvFzdLW9s7unrl/cC+jRBBqk4hHouNhSTkLqa2Y4rQTC4oDj9O2N7qZ1NsPVEgWhS01jqkT4EHIfEaw0pZrHiN4DXu+wCR9dFOUVc6qWU71auaaZV RDU8FlsHIog1xN1/zp9SOSBDRUhGMpuxaKlZNioRjhNCv1EkljTEZ4QLsaQxxQ6aTTb2TwVDt96EdCn1DBqft3IsWBlOPA050BVkO5WJuY/9W6ifIvnZSFcaJoSGaL/IRDFcFJJrDPBCWKjzVgIph+KyRDrDNROrm5LV6Qzd+1oUOyFiNZBrteu6qhu/Nyo5WnVQRH4ARUgAUuQAPcgiawAQFP4AW8gjfj2Xg3PozPWWvByGcOwZyM71813qTr</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="lGA4oHU7tlGriu7SEsKiAyTPXk4=">AAACJXicbZDLSgMxFIYz9VbrbdSlCMEitJuSqYKXVcGNywodW2iHIZNm2tDMhSSjlGFWvoxu9T1cieDKd/AJTNtZ2NYfAl/+cw4n+b2YM6kQ+jIKK6tr6xvFzdLW9s7unrl/cC+jRBBqk4hHouNhSTkLqa2Y4rQTC4oDj9O2N7qZ1NsPVEgWhS01jqkT4EHIfEaw0pZrHiN4DXu+wCR9dFOUVc6qWU71auaaZV RDU8FlsHIog1xN1/zp9SOSBDRUhGMpuxaKlZNioRjhNCv1EkljTEZ4QLsaQxxQ6aTTb2TwVDt96EdCn1DBqft3IsWBlOPA050BVkO5WJuY/9W6ifIvnZSFcaJoSGaL/IRDFcFJJrDPBCWKjzVgIph+KyRDrDNROrm5LV6Qzd+1oUOyFiNZBrteu6qhu/Nyo5WnVQRH4ARUgAUuQAPcgiawAQFP4AW8gjfj2Xg3PozPWWvByGcOwZyM71813qTr</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="lGA4oHU7tlGriu7SEsKiAyTPXk4=">AAACJXicbZDLSgMxFIYz9VbrbdSlCMEitJuSqYKXVcGNywodW2iHIZNm2tDMhSSjlGFWvoxu9T1cieDKd/AJTNtZ2NYfAl/+cw4n+b2YM6kQ+jIKK6tr6xvFzdLW9s7unrl/cC+jRBBqk4hHouNhSTkLqa2Y4rQTC4oDj9O2N7qZ1NsPVEgWhS01jqkT4EHIfEaw0pZrHiN4DXu+wCR9dFOUVc6qWU71auaaZV RDU8FlsHIog1xN1/zp9SOSBDRUhGMpuxaKlZNioRjhNCv1EkljTEZ4QLsaQxxQ6aTTb2TwVDt96EdCn1DBqft3IsWBlOPA050BVkO5WJuY/9W6ifIvnZSFcaJoSGaL/IRDFcFJJrDPBCWKjzVgIph+KyRDrDNROrm5LV6Qzd+1oUOyFiNZBrteu6qhu/Nyo5WnVQRH4ARUgAUuQAPcgiawAQFP4AW8gjfj2Xg3PozPWWvByGcOwZyM71813qTr</latexit>
0 :
w0(n˜)
w0(n˜  1)
<latexit sha1_base64="M41n7vjfuk6aL18DzF9TULp4RGo=">AAACN3icbZC7TsMwFIadcivlFmBksaiQ2oGSICQuUyUWxiI1UKmJIsd1WquOE9kOqIryGLwMrPAQbEyIFZ4At81AW37J0u/vnKNj/0HCqFSW9W6UlpZXVtfK65WNza3tHXN3707GqcDEwTGLRSdAkjDKiaOoYqSTCIKigJH7YHg9rt8/ECFpzNtqlBAvQn1OQ4qR0sg3Tyx4Bd1QIJw9+pmV11xFWY9kPK/n8+ TYrue+WbUa1kRw0diFqYJCLd/8cXsxTiPCFWZIyq5tJcrLkFAUM5JX3FSSBOEh6pOuthxFRHrZ5GM5PNKkB8NY6MMVnNC/ExmKpBxFge6MkBrI+doY/lfrpiq88DLKk1QRjqeLwpRBFcNxSrBHBcGKjbRBWFD9VogHSKekdJYzW4Ion71roEOy5yNZNM5p47Jh3Z5Vm+0irTI4AIegBmxwDprgBrSAAzB4Ai/gFbwZz8aH8Wl8TVtLRjGzD2ZkfP8CU36tQA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="M41n7vjfuk6aL18DzF9TULp4RGo=">AAACN3icbZC7TsMwFIadcivlFmBksaiQ2oGSICQuUyUWxiI1UKmJIsd1WquOE9kOqIryGLwMrPAQbEyIFZ4At81AW37J0u/vnKNj/0HCqFSW9W6UlpZXVtfK65WNza3tHXN3707GqcDEwTGLRSdAkjDKiaOoYqSTCIKigJH7YHg9rt8/ECFpzNtqlBAvQn1OQ4qR0sg3Tyx4Bd1QIJw9+pmV11xFWY9kPK/n8+ TYrue+WbUa1kRw0diFqYJCLd/8cXsxTiPCFWZIyq5tJcrLkFAUM5JX3FSSBOEh6pOuthxFRHrZ5GM5PNKkB8NY6MMVnNC/ExmKpBxFge6MkBrI+doY/lfrpiq88DLKk1QRjqeLwpRBFcNxSrBHBcGKjbRBWFD9VogHSKekdJYzW4Ion71roEOy5yNZNM5p47Jh3Z5Vm+0irTI4AIegBmxwDprgBrSAAzB4Ai/gFbwZz8aH8Wl8TVtLRjGzD2ZkfP8CU36tQA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="M41n7vjfuk6aL18DzF9TULp4RGo=">AAACN3icbZC7TsMwFIadcivlFmBksaiQ2oGSICQuUyUWxiI1UKmJIsd1WquOE9kOqIryGLwMrPAQbEyIFZ4At81AW37J0u/vnKNj/0HCqFSW9W6UlpZXVtfK65WNza3tHXN3707GqcDEwTGLRSdAkjDKiaOoYqSTCIKigJH7YHg9rt8/ECFpzNtqlBAvQn1OQ4qR0sg3Tyx4Bd1QIJw9+pmV11xFWY9kPK/n8+ TYrue+WbUa1kRw0diFqYJCLd/8cXsxTiPCFWZIyq5tJcrLkFAUM5JX3FSSBOEh6pOuthxFRHrZ5GM5PNKkB8NY6MMVnNC/ExmKpBxFge6MkBrI+doY/lfrpiq88DLKk1QRjqeLwpRBFcNxSrBHBcGKjbRBWFD9VogHSKekdJYzW4Ion71roEOy5yNZNM5p47Jh3Z5Vm+0irTI4AIegBmxwDprgBrSAAzB4Ai/gFbwZz8aH8Wl8TVtLRjGzD2ZkfP8CU36tQA==</latexit>
0 :
w0(n˜+ 1)
w0(n˜)
<latexit sha1_base64="aCFcnnqppgyTKJ60586XwTzam+o=">AAACN3icbZBNS8MwGMfT+TbnW9Wjl+AQNoTZiuDLaeDF44RVB2spaZZuYWlaklQZpR/DL6NX/RDePIlX/QRmWw9u8w+Bf37P8/Ak/yBhVCrLejdKS8srq2vl9crG5tb2jrm7dyfjVGDi4JjFohMgSRjlxFFUMdJJBEFRwMh9MLwe1+8fiJA05m01SogXoT6nIcVIaeSbJxa8gm4oEM4e/czKa66irEcynh/b9X ye1XPfrFoNayK4aOzCVEGhlm/+uL0YpxHhCjMkZde2EuVlSCiKGckrbipJgvAQ9UlXW44iIr1s8rEcHmnSg2Es9OEKTujfiQxFUo6iQHdGSA3kfG0M/6t1UxVeeBnlSaoIx9NFYcqgiuE4JdijgmDFRtogLKh+K8QDpFNSOsuZLUGUz9410CHZ85EsGue0cdmwbs+qzXaRVhkcgENQAzY4B01wA1rAARg8gRfwCt6MZ+PD+DS+pq0lo5jZBzMyvn8BSHStPg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="aCFcnnqppgyTKJ60586XwTzam+o=">AAACN3icbZBNS8MwGMfT+TbnW9Wjl+AQNoTZiuDLaeDF44RVB2spaZZuYWlaklQZpR/DL6NX/RDePIlX/QRmWw9u8w+Bf37P8/Ak/yBhVCrLejdKS8srq2vl9crG5tb2jrm7dyfjVGDi4JjFohMgSRjlxFFUMdJJBEFRwMh9MLwe1+8fiJA05m01SogXoT6nIcVIaeSbJxa8gm4oEM4e/czKa66irEcynh/b9X ye1XPfrFoNayK4aOzCVEGhlm/+uL0YpxHhCjMkZde2EuVlSCiKGckrbipJgvAQ9UlXW44iIr1s8rEcHmnSg2Es9OEKTujfiQxFUo6iQHdGSA3kfG0M/6t1UxVeeBnlSaoIx9NFYcqgiuE4JdijgmDFRtogLKh+K8QDpFNSOsuZLUGUz9410CHZ85EsGue0cdmwbs+qzXaRVhkcgENQAzY4B01wA1rAARg8gRfwCt6MZ+PD+DS+pq0lo5jZBzMyvn8BSHStPg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="aCFcnnqppgyTKJ60586XwTzam+o=">AAACN3icbZBNS8MwGMfT+TbnW9Wjl+AQNoTZiuDLaeDF44RVB2spaZZuYWlaklQZpR/DL6NX/RDePIlX/QRmWw9u8w+Bf37P8/Ak/yBhVCrLejdKS8srq2vl9crG5tb2jrm7dyfjVGDi4JjFohMgSRjlxFFUMdJJBEFRwMh9MLwe1+8fiJA05m01SogXoT6nIcVIaeSbJxa8gm4oEM4e/czKa66irEcynh/b9X ye1XPfrFoNayK4aOzCVEGhlm/+uL0YpxHhCjMkZde2EuVlSCiKGckrbipJgvAQ9UlXW44iIr1s8rEcHmnSg2Es9OEKTujfiQxFUo6iQHdGSA3kfG0M/6t1UxVeeBnlSaoIx9NFYcqgiuE4JdijgmDFRtogLKh+K8QDpFNSOsuZLUGUz9410CHZ85EsGue0cdmwbs+qzXaRVhkcgENQAzY4B01wA1rAARg8gRfwCt6MZ+PD+DS+pq0lo5jZBzMyvn8BSHStPg==</latexit>
1 :
f0(1)
w0(1)
<latexit sha1_base64="bXa560e6U8MXGMHkg38wCOT1Vqc=">AAACJXicbZDLSgMxFIYz9VbrbdSlCMEi1E2ZEcHLquDGZYWOLbRDyaSZNjTJDElGKcOsfBnd6nu4EsGV7+ATmLYj2NYfAl/+cw4n+YOYUaUd59MqLC2vrK4V10sbm1vbO/bu3p2KEomJhyMWyVaAFGFUEE9TzUgrlgTxgJFmMLwe15v3RCoaiYYexcTnqC9oSDHSxurahy68gp1QIpyG3dTJKu5Jlj78UtcuO1 VnIrgIbg5lkKvetb87vQgnnAiNGVKq7Tqx9lMkNcWMZKVOokiM8BD1SdugQJwoP518I4PHxunBMJLmCA0n7t+JFHGlRjwwnRzpgZqvjc3/au1Ehxd+SkWcaCLwdFGYMKgjOM4E9qgkWLORAYQlNW+FeIBMJtokN7Ml4Nns3RgmJHc+kkXwTquXVef2rFxr5GkVwQE4AhXggnNQAzegDjyAwSN4Bi/g1Xqy3qx362PaWrDymX0wI+vrBxWVpNg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="bXa560e6U8MXGMHkg38wCOT1Vqc=">AAACJXicbZDLSgMxFIYz9VbrbdSlCMEi1E2ZEcHLquDGZYWOLbRDyaSZNjTJDElGKcOsfBnd6nu4EsGV7+ATmLYj2NYfAl/+cw4n+YOYUaUd59MqLC2vrK4V10sbm1vbO/bu3p2KEomJhyMWyVaAFGFUEE9TzUgrlgTxgJFmMLwe15v3RCoaiYYexcTnqC9oSDHSxurahy68gp1QIpyG3dTJKu5Jlj78UtcuO1 VnIrgIbg5lkKvetb87vQgnnAiNGVKq7Tqx9lMkNcWMZKVOokiM8BD1SdugQJwoP518I4PHxunBMJLmCA0n7t+JFHGlRjwwnRzpgZqvjc3/au1Ehxd+SkWcaCLwdFGYMKgjOM4E9qgkWLORAYQlNW+FeIBMJtokN7Ml4Nns3RgmJHc+kkXwTquXVef2rFxr5GkVwQE4AhXggnNQAzegDjyAwSN4Bi/g1Xqy3qx362PaWrDymX0wI+vrBxWVpNg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="bXa560e6U8MXGMHkg38wCOT1Vqc=">AAACJXicbZDLSgMxFIYz9VbrbdSlCMEi1E2ZEcHLquDGZYWOLbRDyaSZNjTJDElGKcOsfBnd6nu4EsGV7+ATmLYj2NYfAl/+cw4n+YOYUaUd59MqLC2vrK4V10sbm1vbO/bu3p2KEomJhyMWyVaAFGFUEE9TzUgrlgTxgJFmMLwe15v3RCoaiYYexcTnqC9oSDHSxurahy68gp1QIpyG3dTJKu5Jlj78UtcuO1 VnIrgIbg5lkKvetb87vQgnnAiNGVKq7Tqx9lMkNcWMZKVOokiM8BD1SdugQJwoP518I4PHxunBMJLmCA0n7t+JFHGlRjwwnRzpgZqvjc3/au1Ehxd+SkWcaCLwdFGYMKgjOM4E9qgkWLORAYQlNW+FeIBMJtokN7Ml4Nns3RgmJHc+kkXwTquXVef2rFxr5GkVwQE4AhXggnNQAzegDjyAwSN4Bi/g1Xqy3qx362PaWrDymX0wI+vrBxWVpNg=</latexit>
1 :
f0(n˜)
w0(n˜)
<latexit sha1_base64="NX60YRDPHAR5VMtbXIx+OglPYqs=">AAACNXicbZBNS8MwGMfT+TbnW9Wjl+AQ5sHRiuDLaeDF44RVB2spaZpuYWlaklQZpZ/CL6NX/RRePIlXwU9gtvXgNv8Q+Of3PA9P8g9SRqWyrHejsrS8srpWXa9tbG5t75i7e3cyyQQmDk5YIroBkoRRThxFFSPdVBAUB4zcB8Prcf3+gQhJE95Ro5R4MepzGlGMlEa+eWLDK+hGAuE88nOraLiKspDkvDgu8s d54pt1q2lNBBeNXZo6KNX2zR83THAWE64wQ1L2bCtVXo6EopiRouZmkqQID1Gf9LTlKCbSyyffKuCRJiGMEqEPV3BC/07kKJZyFAe6M0ZqIOdrY/hfrZep6MLLKU8zRTieLooyBlUCxxnBkAqCFRtpg7Cg+q0QD5DOSOkkZ7YEcTF710CHZM9Hsmic0+Zl07o9q7c6ZVpVcAAOQQPY4By0wA1oAwdg8ARewCt4M56ND+PT+Jq2VoxyZh/MyPj+BTEMrL4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NX60YRDPHAR5VMtbXIx+OglPYqs=">AAACNXicbZBNS8MwGMfT+TbnW9Wjl+AQ5sHRiuDLaeDF44RVB2spaZpuYWlaklQZpZ/CL6NX/RRePIlXwU9gtvXgNv8Q+Of3PA9P8g9SRqWyrHejsrS8srpWXa9tbG5t75i7e3cyyQQmDk5YIroBkoRRThxFFSPdVBAUB4zcB8Prcf3+gQhJE95Ro5R4MepzGlGMlEa+eWLDK+hGAuE88nOraLiKspDkvDgu8s d54pt1q2lNBBeNXZo6KNX2zR83THAWE64wQ1L2bCtVXo6EopiRouZmkqQID1Gf9LTlKCbSyyffKuCRJiGMEqEPV3BC/07kKJZyFAe6M0ZqIOdrY/hfrZep6MLLKU8zRTieLooyBlUCxxnBkAqCFRtpg7Cg+q0QD5DOSOkkZ7YEcTF710CHZM9Hsmic0+Zl07o9q7c6ZVpVcAAOQQPY4By0wA1oAwdg8ARewCt4M56ND+PT+Jq2VoxyZh/MyPj+BTEMrL4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NX60YRDPHAR5VMtbXIx+OglPYqs=">AAACNXicbZBNS8MwGMfT+TbnW9Wjl+AQ5sHRiuDLaeDF44RVB2spaZpuYWlaklQZpZ/CL6NX/RRePIlXwU9gtvXgNv8Q+Of3PA9P8g9SRqWyrHejsrS8srpWXa9tbG5t75i7e3cyyQQmDk5YIroBkoRRThxFFSPdVBAUB4zcB8Prcf3+gQhJE95Ro5R4MepzGlGMlEa+eWLDK+hGAuE88nOraLiKspDkvDgu8s d54pt1q2lNBBeNXZo6KNX2zR83THAWE64wQ1L2bCtVXo6EopiRouZmkqQID1Gf9LTlKCbSyyffKuCRJiGMEqEPV3BC/07kKJZyFAe6M0ZqIOdrY/hfrZep6MLLKU8zRTieLooyBlUCxxnBkAqCFRtpg7Cg+q0QD5DOSOkkZ7YEcTF710CHZM9Hsmic0+Zl07o9q7c6ZVpVcAAOQQPY4By0wA1oAwdg8ARewCt4M56ND+PT+Jq2VoxyZh/MyPj+BTEMrL4=</latexit>
1 :
f0(2)
w0(2)
<latexit sha1_base64="WBCq3DZbRoucrAdNhqyZ8FUCnuY=">AAACJXicbZDLSgMxFIYzXmu9jboUIViEuikzRfCyKrhxWaFjC+1QMmmmDU0yQ5JRyjArX0a3+h6uRHDlO/gEpu0ItvWHwJf/nMNJ/iBmVGnH+bSWlldW19YLG8XNre2dXXtv/05FicTEwxGLZCtAijAqiKepZqQVS4J4wEgzGF6P6817IhWNREOPYuJz1Bc0pBhpY3XtIxdewU4oEU7Dbupk5epplj78UtcuOR VnIrgIbg4lkKvetb87vQgnnAiNGVKq7Tqx9lMkNcWMZMVOokiM8BD1SdugQJwoP518I4MnxunBMJLmCA0n7t+JFHGlRjwwnRzpgZqvjc3/au1Ehxd+SkWcaCLwdFGYMKgjOM4E9qgkWLORAYQlNW+FeIBMJtokN7Ml4Nns3RgmJHc+kkXwqpXLinN7Vqo18rQK4BAcgzJwwTmogRtQBx7A4BE8gxfwaj1Zb9a79TFtXbLymQMwI+vrBxjppNo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WBCq3DZbRoucrAdNhqyZ8FUCnuY=">AAACJXicbZDLSgMxFIYzXmu9jboUIViEuikzRfCyKrhxWaFjC+1QMmmmDU0yQ5JRyjArX0a3+h6uRHDlO/gEpu0ItvWHwJf/nMNJ/iBmVGnH+bSWlldW19YLG8XNre2dXXtv/05FicTEwxGLZCtAijAqiKepZqQVS4J4wEgzGF6P6817IhWNREOPYuJz1Bc0pBhpY3XtIxdewU4oEU7Dbupk5epplj78UtcuOR VnIrgIbg4lkKvetb87vQgnnAiNGVKq7Tqx9lMkNcWMZMVOokiM8BD1SdugQJwoP518I4MnxunBMJLmCA0n7t+JFHGlRjwwnRzpgZqvjc3/au1Ehxd+SkWcaCLwdFGYMKgjOM4E9qgkWLORAYQlNW+FeIBMJtokN7Ml4Nns3RgmJHc+kkXwqpXLinN7Vqo18rQK4BAcgzJwwTmogRtQBx7A4BE8gxfwaj1Zb9a79TFtXbLymQMwI+vrBxjppNo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WBCq3DZbRoucrAdNhqyZ8FUCnuY=">AAACJXicbZDLSgMxFIYzXmu9jboUIViEuikzRfCyKrhxWaFjC+1QMmmmDU0yQ5JRyjArX0a3+h6uRHDlO/gEpu0ItvWHwJf/nMNJ/iBmVGnH+bSWlldW19YLG8XNre2dXXtv/05FicTEwxGLZCtAijAqiKepZqQVS4J4wEgzGF6P6817IhWNREOPYuJz1Bc0pBhpY3XtIxdewU4oEU7Dbupk5epplj78UtcuOR VnIrgIbg4lkKvetb87vQgnnAiNGVKq7Tqx9lMkNcWMZMVOokiM8BD1SdugQJwoP518I4MnxunBMJLmCA0n7t+JFHGlRjwwnRzpgZqvjc3/au1Ehxd+SkWcaCLwdFGYMKgjOM4E9qgkWLORAYQlNW+FeIBMJtokN7Ml4Nns3RgmJHc+kkXwqpXLinN7Vqo18rQK4BAcgzJwwTmogRtQBx7A4BE8gxfwaj1Zb9a79TFtXbLymQMwI+vrBxjppNo=</latexit>
...
s2<latexit sha1_base64="bStTKsGx2wv8vtY/DEi+yonx+28=">AAACHnicbVBNTwIxFGwRFfEL9OilkZh4IrvERL2RePGIiSsksJJu6UJD2920XRPc7G/wqkd/jSfjVf+NXdiDgJM0mTfzXt7rBDFn2jjODyxtlDe3tis71d29/YPDWv3oQUeJItQjEY9UL8CaciapZ5jhtBcrikXAaTeY3uR+94kqzSJ5b2Yx9QUeSxYygo2VPD1MW9mw1nCazhxonbgFaYACnWEdlgejiCSCSk M41rrvOrHxU6wMI5xm1UGiaYzJFI9p31KJBdV+Or82Q2dWGaEwUvZJg+bq34kUC61nIrCdApuJXvVy8T+vn5jwyk+ZjBNDJVksChOOTITyr6MRU5QYPrMEE8XsrYhMsMLE2ICWtgQiW65XBcOmz3lu7mpK68RrNa+bzt1Fo/1YBFgBJ+AUnAMXXII2uAUd4AECGHgBr+ANvsMP+Am/Fq0lWMwcgyXA71+qaaLn</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="bStTKsGx2wv8vtY/DEi+yonx+28=">AAACHnicbVBNTwIxFGwRFfEL9OilkZh4IrvERL2RePGIiSsksJJu6UJD2920XRPc7G/wqkd/jSfjVf+NXdiDgJM0mTfzXt7rBDFn2jjODyxtlDe3tis71d29/YPDWv3oQUeJItQjEY9UL8CaciapZ5jhtBcrikXAaTeY3uR+94kqzSJ5b2Yx9QUeSxYygo2VPD1MW9mw1nCazhxonbgFaYACnWEdlgejiCSCSk M41rrvOrHxU6wMI5xm1UGiaYzJFI9p31KJBdV+Or82Q2dWGaEwUvZJg+bq34kUC61nIrCdApuJXvVy8T+vn5jwyk+ZjBNDJVksChOOTITyr6MRU5QYPrMEE8XsrYhMsMLE2ICWtgQiW65XBcOmz3lu7mpK68RrNa+bzt1Fo/1YBFgBJ+AUnAMXXII2uAUd4AECGHgBr+ANvsMP+Am/Fq0lWMwcgyXA71+qaaLn</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="bStTKsGx2wv8vtY/DEi+yonx+28=">AAACHnicbVBNTwIxFGwRFfEL9OilkZh4IrvERL2RePGIiSsksJJu6UJD2920XRPc7G/wqkd/jSfjVf+NXdiDgJM0mTfzXt7rBDFn2jjODyxtlDe3tis71d29/YPDWv3oQUeJItQjEY9UL8CaciapZ5jhtBcrikXAaTeY3uR+94kqzSJ5b2Yx9QUeSxYygo2VPD1MW9mw1nCazhxonbgFaYACnWEdlgejiCSCSk M41rrvOrHxU6wMI5xm1UGiaYzJFI9p31KJBdV+Or82Q2dWGaEwUvZJg+bq34kUC61nIrCdApuJXvVy8T+vn5jwyk+ZjBNDJVksChOOTITyr6MRU5QYPrMEE8XsrYhMsMLE2ICWtgQiW65XBcOmz3lu7mpK68RrNa+bzt1Fo/1YBFgBJ+AUnAMXXII2uAUd4AECGHgBr+ANvsMP+Am/Fq0lWMwcgyXA71+qaaLn</latexit>
sn˜<latexit sha1_base64="ioM5TaWkjMX2E9OgsyDhEWi2Kak=">AAACJnicbVBNS8NAEN3UqrV+tXr0EiyCp5KKoN4KXjxWMLbQxrLZbNqlu5u4OxFqyO/wqkd/jScRb/4UN20OtvXBwJv3Zpjh+TFnGhzn2yqtldc3Nitb1e2d3b39Wv3gXkeJItQlEY9Uz8eaciapCww47cWKYuFz2vUn17nffaJKs0jewTSmnsAjyUJGMBjJ08N0AIwHNJVZNqw1nKYzg71KWgVpoAKdYd0qD4 KIJIJKIBxr3W85MXgpVsAIp1l1kGgaYzLBI9o3VGJBtZfOvs7sE6MEdhgpUxLsmfp3I8VC66nwzaTAMNbLXi7+5/UTCC+9lMk4ASrJ/FCYcBsiO4/ADpiiBPjUEEwUM7/aZIwVJmCCWrjii2yxXxaATZ7z3FrLKa0S96x51XRuzxvthyLACjpCx+gUtdAFaqMb1EEuIugRvaBX9Ga9Wx/Wp/U1Hy1Zxc4hWoD18wsoAKbZ</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ioM5TaWkjMX2E9OgsyDhEWi2Kak=">AAACJnicbVBNS8NAEN3UqrV+tXr0EiyCp5KKoN4KXjxWMLbQxrLZbNqlu5u4OxFqyO/wqkd/jScRb/4UN20OtvXBwJv3Zpjh+TFnGhzn2yqtldc3Nitb1e2d3b39Wv3gXkeJItQlEY9Uz8eaciapCww47cWKYuFz2vUn17nffaJKs0jewTSmnsAjyUJGMBjJ08N0AIwHNJVZNqw1nKYzg71KWgVpoAKdYd0qD4 KIJIJKIBxr3W85MXgpVsAIp1l1kGgaYzLBI9o3VGJBtZfOvs7sE6MEdhgpUxLsmfp3I8VC66nwzaTAMNbLXi7+5/UTCC+9lMk4ASrJ/FCYcBsiO4/ADpiiBPjUEEwUM7/aZIwVJmCCWrjii2yxXxaATZ7z3FrLKa0S96x51XRuzxvthyLACjpCx+gUtdAFaqMb1EEuIugRvaBX9Ga9Wx/Wp/U1Hy1Zxc4hWoD18wsoAKbZ</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ioM5TaWkjMX2E9OgsyDhEWi2Kak=">AAACJnicbVBNS8NAEN3UqrV+tXr0EiyCp5KKoN4KXjxWMLbQxrLZbNqlu5u4OxFqyO/wqkd/jScRb/4UN20OtvXBwJv3Zpjh+TFnGhzn2yqtldc3Nitb1e2d3b39Wv3gXkeJItQlEY9Uz8eaciapCww47cWKYuFz2vUn17nffaJKs0jewTSmnsAjyUJGMBjJ08N0AIwHNJVZNqw1nKYzg71KWgVpoAKdYd0qD4 KIJIJKIBxr3W85MXgpVsAIp1l1kGgaYzLBI9o3VGJBtZfOvs7sE6MEdhgpUxLsmfp3I8VC66nwzaTAMNbLXi7+5/UTCC+9lMk4ASrJ/FCYcBsiO4/ADpiiBPjUEEwUM7/aZIwVJmCCWrjii2yxXxaATZ7z3FrLKa0S96x51XRuzxvthyLACjpCx+gUtdAFaqMb1EEuIugRvaBX9Ga9Wx/Wp/U1Hy1Zxc4hWoD18wsoAKbZ</latexit>
s1<latexit sha1_base64="5swyoPuZp9l2rrhuRm86THpdy7s=">AAACHnicbVBNSwMxEJ3UqrV+tXr0EiyCp7IrgnorePFYwbWFdi3ZNG1Ds9klyQp12d/gVY/+Gk/iVf+N2XYPtvog8Oa9GWbyglhwbRznG5XWyusbm5Wt6vbO7t5+rX5wr6NEUebRSESqGxDNBJfMM9wI1o0VI2EgWCeYXud+55EpzSN5Z2Yx80MylnzEKTFW8vQgdbNBreE0nTnwX+IWpAEF2oM6KveHEU1CJg 0VROue68TGT4kynAqWVfuJZjGhUzJmPUslCZn20/m1GT6xyhCPImWfNHiu/p5ISaj1LAxsZ0jMRK96ufif10vM6NJPuYwTwyRdLBolApsI51/HQ64YNWJmCaGK21sxnRBFqLEBLW0Jwmy5XhUMnz7lubmrKf0l3lnzquncnjdaD0WAFTiCYzgFFy6gBTfQBg8ocHiGF3hFb+gdfaDPRWsJFTOHsAT09QOosqLm</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5swyoPuZp9l2rrhuRm86THpdy7s=">AAACHnicbVBNSwMxEJ3UqrV+tXr0EiyCp7IrgnorePFYwbWFdi3ZNG1Ds9klyQp12d/gVY/+Gk/iVf+N2XYPtvog8Oa9GWbyglhwbRznG5XWyusbm5Wt6vbO7t5+rX5wr6NEUebRSESqGxDNBJfMM9wI1o0VI2EgWCeYXud+55EpzSN5Z2Yx80MylnzEKTFW8vQgdbNBreE0nTnwX+IWpAEF2oM6KveHEU1CJg 0VROue68TGT4kynAqWVfuJZjGhUzJmPUslCZn20/m1GT6xyhCPImWfNHiu/p5ISaj1LAxsZ0jMRK96ufif10vM6NJPuYwTwyRdLBolApsI51/HQ64YNWJmCaGK21sxnRBFqLEBLW0Jwmy5XhUMnz7lubmrKf0l3lnzquncnjdaD0WAFTiCYzgFFy6gBTfQBg8ocHiGF3hFb+gdfaDPRWsJFTOHsAT09QOosqLm</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5swyoPuZp9l2rrhuRm86THpdy7s=">AAACHnicbVBNSwMxEJ3UqrV+tXr0EiyCp7IrgnorePFYwbWFdi3ZNG1Ds9klyQp12d/gVY/+Gk/iVf+N2XYPtvog8Oa9GWbyglhwbRznG5XWyusbm5Wt6vbO7t5+rX5wr6NEUebRSESqGxDNBJfMM9wI1o0VI2EgWCeYXud+55EpzSN5Z2Yx80MylnzEKTFW8vQgdbNBreE0nTnwX+IWpAEF2oM6KveHEU1CJg 0VROue68TGT4kynAqWVfuJZjGhUzJmPUslCZn20/m1GT6xyhCPImWfNHiu/p5ISaj1LAxsZ0jMRK96ufif10vM6NJPuYwTwyRdLBolApsI51/HQ64YNWJmCaGK21sxnRBFqLEBLW0Jwmy5XhUMnz7lubmrKf0l3lnzquncnjdaD0WAFTiCYzgFFy6gBTfQBg8ocHiGF3hFb+gdfaDPRWsJFTOHsAT09QOosqLm</latexit>
s0
<latexit sha1_base64="xEdQoKy2m9GYt4sdqHaifZW4rWA=">AAACHnicbVBNSwMxEE1q1Vq/Wj16CRbBU9mKoN4KXjxWcG2hXUs2zbah2eySzAp12d/gVY/+Gk/iVf+N2XYPtvog8Oa9GWby/FgKA47zjUtr5fWNzcpWdXtnd2+/Vj+4N1GiGXdZJCPd86nhUijuggDJe7HmNPQl7/rT69zvPnJtRKTuYBZzL6RjJQLBKFjJNcPUyYa1htN05iB/SasgDVSgM6zj8mAUsSTkCp ikxvRbTgxeSjUIJnlWHSSGx5RN6Zj3LVU05MZL59dm5MQqIxJE2j4FZK7+nkhpaMws9G1nSGFiVr1c/M/rJxBceqlQcQJcscWiIJEEIpJ/nYyE5gzkzBLKtLC3EjahmjKwAS1t8cNsuV4VQEyf8txaqyn9Je5Z86rp3J432g9FgBV0hI7RKWqhC9RGN6iDXMSQQM/oBb3iN/yOP/DnorWEi5lDtAT89QOm+6Ll</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xEdQoKy2m9GYt4sdqHaifZW4rWA=">AAACHnicbVBNSwMxEE1q1Vq/Wj16CRbBU9mKoN4KXjxWcG2hXUs2zbah2eySzAp12d/gVY/+Gk/iVf+N2XYPtvog8Oa9GWby/FgKA47zjUtr5fWNzcpWdXtnd2+/Vj+4N1GiGXdZJCPd86nhUijuggDJe7HmNPQl7/rT69zvPnJtRKTuYBZzL6RjJQLBKFjJNcPUyYa1htN05iB/SasgDVSgM6zj8mAUsSTkCp ikxvRbTgxeSjUIJnlWHSSGx5RN6Zj3LVU05MZL59dm5MQqIxJE2j4FZK7+nkhpaMws9G1nSGFiVr1c/M/rJxBceqlQcQJcscWiIJEEIpJ/nYyE5gzkzBLKtLC3EjahmjKwAS1t8cNsuV4VQEyf8txaqyn9Je5Z86rp3J432g9FgBV0hI7RKWqhC9RGN6iDXMSQQM/oBb3iN/yOP/DnorWEi5lDtAT89QOm+6Ll</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xEdQoKy2m9GYt4sdqHaifZW4rWA=">AAACHnicbVBNSwMxEE1q1Vq/Wj16CRbBU9mKoN4KXjxWcG2hXUs2zbah2eySzAp12d/gVY/+Gk/iVf+N2XYPtvog8Oa9GWby/FgKA47zjUtr5fWNzcpWdXtnd2+/Vj+4N1GiGXdZJCPd86nhUijuggDJe7HmNPQl7/rT69zvPnJtRKTuYBZzL6RjJQLBKFjJNcPUyYa1htN05iB/SasgDVSgM6zj8mAUsSTkCp ikxvRbTgxeSjUIJnlWHSSGx5RN6Zj3LVU05MZL59dm5MQqIxJE2j4FZK7+nkhpaMws9G1nSGFiVr1c/M/rJxBceqlQcQJcscWiIJEEIpJ/nYyE5gzkzBLKtLC3EjahmjKwAS1t8cNsuV4VQEyf8txaqyn9Je5Z86rp3J432g9FgBV0hI7RKWqhC9RGN6iDXMSQQM/oBb3iN/yOP/DnorWEi5lDtAT89QOm+6Ll</latexit>
0 : f1(0)
<latexit sha1_base64="Z40eYdU8sOZH3KQcLdzFe7N+3II=">AAACEnicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoMQL2FWBB+ngBePEbImkCxhdjKbDJnZXWZmhbDkM/Sq/+FJvPoD/oZf4CTZg0ksaKiu6qabChLBtcH42ymsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sH5cOjRx2nijKPxiJW7YBoJnjEPMONYO1EMSIDwVrB6G7qt56Y0jyOmmacMF+SQcRDTomxUhejWxT2MndSxee9cgXX8Axolbg5qUCORq /80+3HNJUsMlQQrTsuToyfEWU4FWxS6qaaJYSOyIB1LI2IZNrPZj9P0JlV+iiMla3IoJn6dyMjUuuxDOykJGaol72p+J/XSU147Wc8SlLDIjo/FKYCmRhNA0B9rhg1YmwJoYrbXxEdEkWosTEtXAnkZLG3gg3JXY5klXgXtZsafris1Jt5WkU4gVOoggtXUId7aIAHFBJ4gVd4c56dd+fD+ZyPFpx85xgW4Hz9AjEonZQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Z40eYdU8sOZH3KQcLdzFe7N+3II=">AAACEnicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoMQL2FWBB+ngBePEbImkCxhdjKbDJnZXWZmhbDkM/Sq/+FJvPoD/oZf4CTZg0ksaKiu6qabChLBtcH42ymsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sH5cOjRx2nijKPxiJW7YBoJnjEPMONYO1EMSIDwVrB6G7qt56Y0jyOmmacMF+SQcRDTomxUhejWxT2MndSxee9cgXX8Axolbg5qUCORq /80+3HNJUsMlQQrTsuToyfEWU4FWxS6qaaJYSOyIB1LI2IZNrPZj9P0JlV+iiMla3IoJn6dyMjUuuxDOykJGaol72p+J/XSU147Wc8SlLDIjo/FKYCmRhNA0B9rhg1YmwJoYrbXxEdEkWosTEtXAnkZLG3gg3JXY5klXgXtZsafris1Jt5WkU4gVOoggtXUId7aIAHFBJ4gVd4c56dd+fD+ZyPFpx85xgW4Hz9AjEonZQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Z40eYdU8sOZH3KQcLdzFe7N+3II=">AAACEnicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoMQL2FWBB+ngBePEbImkCxhdjKbDJnZXWZmhbDkM/Sq/+FJvPoD/oZf4CTZg0ksaKiu6qabChLBtcH42ymsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sH5cOjRx2nijKPxiJW7YBoJnjEPMONYO1EMSIDwVrB6G7qt56Y0jyOmmacMF+SQcRDTomxUhejWxT2MndSxee9cgXX8Axolbg5qUCORq /80+3HNJUsMlQQrTsuToyfEWU4FWxS6qaaJYSOyIB1LI2IZNrPZj9P0JlV+iiMla3IoJn6dyMjUuuxDOykJGaol72p+J/XSU147Wc8SlLDIjo/FKYCmRhNA0B9rhg1YmwJoYrbXxEdEkWosTEtXAnkZLG3gg3JXY5klXgXtZsafris1Jt5WkU4gVOoggtXUId7aIAHFBJ4gVd4c56dd+fD+ZyPFpx85xgW4Hz9AjEonZQ=</latexit>
1 : w1(1)
<latexit sha1_base64="JU+/YAmBaCq5Y+cDFELKT8k+5K4=">AAACEnicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBDiJeyK4OMU8OIxQtYEkiXMTibJkJnZZWZWCct+hl71PzyJV3/A3/ALnCR7MIkFDdVV3XRTYcyZNq777aysrq1vbBa2its7u3v7pYPDBx0lilCfRDxSrRBrypmkvmGG01asKBYhp81wdDvxm49UaRbJhhnHNBB4IFmfEWys1PHQDXrqpl5W8c66pbJbdadAy8TLSRly1L uln04vIomg0hCOtW57bmyCFCvDCKdZsZNoGmMywgPatlRiQXWQTn/O0KlVeqgfKVvSoKn6dyPFQuuxCO2kwGaoF72J+J/XTkz/KkiZjBNDJZkd6iccmQhNAkA9pigxfGwJJorZXxEZYoWJsTHNXQlFNt9bwYbkLUayTPzz6nXVvb8o1xp5WgU4hhOogAeXUIM7qIMPBGJ4gVd4c56dd+fD+ZyNrjj5zhHMwfn6BVDEnac=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="JU+/YAmBaCq5Y+cDFELKT8k+5K4=">AAACEnicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBDiJeyK4OMU8OIxQtYEkiXMTibJkJnZZWZWCct+hl71PzyJV3/A3/ALnCR7MIkFDdVV3XRTYcyZNq777aysrq1vbBa2its7u3v7pYPDBx0lilCfRDxSrRBrypmkvmGG01asKBYhp81wdDvxm49UaRbJhhnHNBB4IFmfEWys1PHQDXrqpl5W8c66pbJbdadAy8TLSRly1L uln04vIomg0hCOtW57bmyCFCvDCKdZsZNoGmMywgPatlRiQXWQTn/O0KlVeqgfKVvSoKn6dyPFQuuxCO2kwGaoF72J+J/XTkz/KkiZjBNDJZkd6iccmQhNAkA9pigxfGwJJorZXxEZYoWJsTHNXQlFNt9bwYbkLUayTPzz6nXVvb8o1xp5WgU4hhOogAeXUIM7qIMPBGJ4gVd4c56dd+fD+ZyNrjj5zhHMwfn6BVDEnac=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="JU+/YAmBaCq5Y+cDFELKT8k+5K4=">AAACEnicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBDiJeyK4OMU8OIxQtYEkiXMTibJkJnZZWZWCct+hl71PzyJV3/A3/ALnCR7MIkFDdVV3XRTYcyZNq777aysrq1vbBa2its7u3v7pYPDBx0lilCfRDxSrRBrypmkvmGG01asKBYhp81wdDvxm49UaRbJhhnHNBB4IFmfEWys1PHQDXrqpl5W8c66pbJbdadAy8TLSRly1L uln04vIomg0hCOtW57bmyCFCvDCKdZsZNoGmMywgPatlRiQXWQTn/O0KlVeqgfKVvSoKn6dyPFQuuxCO2kwGaoF72J+J/XTkz/KkiZjBNDJZkd6iccmQhNAkA9pigxfGwJJorZXxEZYoWJsTHNXQlFNt9bwYbkLUayTPzz6nXVvb8o1xp5WgU4hhOogAeXUIM7qIMPBGJ4gVd4c56dd+fD+ZyNrjj5zhHMwfn6BVDEnac=</latexit>
1 :
w1(2)
w1(1)
<latexit sha1_base64="uNjCrKA1pKMT8noFcfU8TH7wxZY=">AAACJXicbZDLSgMxFIYzXmu9jboUIViEdlNmiuBlVXDjskLHFtqhZNJMG5pkhiSjlGFWvoxu9T1cieDKd/AJTNtZ2NYfAl/+cw4n+YOYUaUd58taWV1b39gsbBW3d3b39u2Dw3sVJRITD0csku0AKcKoIJ6mmpF2LAniASOtYHQzqbceiFQ0Ek09jonP0UDQkGKkjdWzT1x4DbuhRDh97KVuVq5VspzcStazS0 7VmQoug5tDCeRq9Oyfbj/CCSdCY4aU6rhOrP0USU0xI1mxmygSIzxCA9IxKBAnyk+n38jgmXH6MIykOULDqft3IkVcqTEPTCdHeqgWaxPzv1on0eGln1IRJ5oIPFsUJgzqCE4ygX0qCdZsbABhSc1bIR4ik4k2yc1tCXg2fzeGCcldjGQZvFr1qurcnZfqzTytAjgGp6AMXHAB6uAWNIAHMHgCL+AVvFnP1rv1YX3OWlesfOYIzMn6/gU3o6Ts</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="uNjCrKA1pKMT8noFcfU8TH7wxZY=">AAACJXicbZDLSgMxFIYzXmu9jboUIViEdlNmiuBlVXDjskLHFtqhZNJMG5pkhiSjlGFWvoxu9T1cieDKd/AJTNtZ2NYfAl/+cw4n+YOYUaUd58taWV1b39gsbBW3d3b39u2Dw3sVJRITD0csku0AKcKoIJ6mmpF2LAniASOtYHQzqbceiFQ0Ek09jonP0UDQkGKkjdWzT1x4DbuhRDh97KVuVq5VspzcStazS0 7VmQoug5tDCeRq9Oyfbj/CCSdCY4aU6rhOrP0USU0xI1mxmygSIzxCA9IxKBAnyk+n38jgmXH6MIykOULDqft3IkVcqTEPTCdHeqgWaxPzv1on0eGln1IRJ5oIPFsUJgzqCE4ygX0qCdZsbABhSc1bIR4ik4k2yc1tCXg2fzeGCcldjGQZvFr1qurcnZfqzTytAjgGp6AMXHAB6uAWNIAHMHgCL+AVvFnP1rv1YX3OWlesfOYIzMn6/gU3o6Ts</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="uNjCrKA1pKMT8noFcfU8TH7wxZY=">AAACJXicbZDLSgMxFIYzXmu9jboUIViEdlNmiuBlVXDjskLHFtqhZNJMG5pkhiSjlGFWvoxu9T1cieDKd/AJTNtZ2NYfAl/+cw4n+YOYUaUd58taWV1b39gsbBW3d3b39u2Dw3sVJRITD0csku0AKcKoIJ6mmpF2LAniASOtYHQzqbceiFQ0Ek09jonP0UDQkGKkjdWzT1x4DbuhRDh97KVuVq5VspzcStazS0 7VmQoug5tDCeRq9Oyfbj/CCSdCY4aU6rhOrP0USU0xI1mxmygSIzxCA9IxKBAnyk+n38jgmXH6MIykOULDqft3IkVcqTEPTCdHeqgWaxPzv1on0eGln1IRJ5oIPFsUJgzqCE4ygX0qCdZsbABhSc1bIR4ik4k2yc1tCXg2fzeGCcldjGQZvFr1qurcnZfqzTytAjgGp6AMXHAB6uAWNIAHMHgCL+AVvFnP1rv1YX3OWlesfOYIzMn6/gU3o6Ts</latexit>
1 :
w1(3)
w1(2)
<latexit sha1_base64="uK6JPDaGzVOrCDpUIqExTHtwIaY=">AAACJXicbZBNS8MwGMfT+TbnW9WjCMEhbJfRTsGX08CLxwmrG2ylpFm6hSVtSVJllJ78MnrV7+FJBE9+Bz+B2daD2/xD4Jf/8zw8yd+PGZXKsr6Mwsrq2vpGcbO0tb2zu2fuH9zLKBGYODhikej4SBJGQ+IoqhjpxIIg7jPS9kc3k3r7gQhJo7ClxjFxORqENKAYKW155rENr2EvEAinj15qZ5WzapZTvZp5Zt mqWVPBZbBzKINcTc/86fUjnHASKsyQlF3bipWbIqEoZiQr9RJJYoRHaEC6GkPEiXTT6TcyeKqdPgwioU+o4NT9O5EiLuWY+7qTIzWUi7WJ+V+tm6jg0k1pGCeKhHi2KEgYVBGcZAL7VBCs2FgDwoLqt0I8RDoTpZOb2+LzbP6uDR2SvRjJMjj12lXNujsvN1p5WkVwBE5ABdjgAjTALWgCB2DwBF7AK3gzno1348P4nLUWjHzmEMzJ+P4FOvek7g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="uK6JPDaGzVOrCDpUIqExTHtwIaY=">AAACJXicbZBNS8MwGMfT+TbnW9WjCMEhbJfRTsGX08CLxwmrG2ylpFm6hSVtSVJllJ78MnrV7+FJBE9+Bz+B2daD2/xD4Jf/8zw8yd+PGZXKsr6Mwsrq2vpGcbO0tb2zu2fuH9zLKBGYODhikej4SBJGQ+IoqhjpxIIg7jPS9kc3k3r7gQhJo7ClxjFxORqENKAYKW155rENr2EvEAinj15qZ5WzapZTvZp5Zt mqWVPBZbBzKINcTc/86fUjnHASKsyQlF3bipWbIqEoZiQr9RJJYoRHaEC6GkPEiXTT6TcyeKqdPgwioU+o4NT9O5EiLuWY+7qTIzWUi7WJ+V+tm6jg0k1pGCeKhHi2KEgYVBGcZAL7VBCs2FgDwoLqt0I8RDoTpZOb2+LzbP6uDR2SvRjJMjj12lXNujsvN1p5WkVwBE5ABdjgAjTALWgCB2DwBF7AK3gzno1348P4nLUWjHzmEMzJ+P4FOvek7g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="uK6JPDaGzVOrCDpUIqExTHtwIaY=">AAACJXicbZBNS8MwGMfT+TbnW9WjCMEhbJfRTsGX08CLxwmrG2ylpFm6hSVtSVJllJ78MnrV7+FJBE9+Bz+B2daD2/xD4Jf/8zw8yd+PGZXKsr6Mwsrq2vpGcbO0tb2zu2fuH9zLKBGYODhikej4SBJGQ+IoqhjpxIIg7jPS9kc3k3r7gQhJo7ClxjFxORqENKAYKW155rENr2EvEAinj15qZ5WzapZTvZp5Zt mqWVPBZbBzKINcTc/86fUjnHASKsyQlF3bipWbIqEoZiQr9RJJYoRHaEC6GkPEiXTT6TcyeKqdPgwioU+o4NT9O5EiLuWY+7qTIzWUi7WJ+V+tm6jg0k1pGCeKhHi2KEgYVBGcZAL7VBCs2FgDwoLqt0I8RDoTpZOb2+LzbP6uDR2SvRjJMjj12lXNujsvN1p5WkVwBE5ABdjgAjTALWgCB2DwBF7AK3gzno1348P4nLUWjHzmEMzJ+P4FOvek7g==</latexit>
1 :
w1(m˜)
w1(m˜  1)
<latexit sha1_base64="50XgQmQ9qe/18Rcs3krBVYaiQ5A=">AAACN3icbZC7TsMwFIadcivlFmBksaiQ2oGSICQuUyUWxiI1UKmJIsd1Wqt2EtkOqIryGLwMrPAQbEyIFZ4At81AW37J0u/vnKNj/0HCqFSW9W6UlpZXVtfK65WNza3tHXN3707GqcDEwTGLRSdAkjAaEUdRxUgnEQTxgJH7YHg9rt8/ECFpHLXVKCEeR/2IhhQjpZFvntjwCrqhQDh79DM7r7mKsh7JeF7P58 mxXc99s2o1rIngorELUwWFWr754/ZinHISKcyQlF3bSpSXIaEoZiSvuKkkCcJD1CddbSPEifSyycdyeKRJD4ax0CdScEL/TmSISznige7kSA3kfG0M/6t1UxVeeBmNklSRCE8XhSmDKobjlGCPCoIVG2mDsKD6rRAPkE5J6SxntgQ8n71roEOy5yNZNM5p47Jh3Z5Vm+0irTI4AIegBmxwDprgBrSAAzB4Ai/gFbwZz8aH8Wl8TVtLRjGzD2ZkfP8CVWOtQQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="50XgQmQ9qe/18Rcs3krBVYaiQ5A=">AAACN3icbZC7TsMwFIadcivlFmBksaiQ2oGSICQuUyUWxiI1UKmJIsd1Wqt2EtkOqIryGLwMrPAQbEyIFZ4At81AW37J0u/vnKNj/0HCqFSW9W6UlpZXVtfK65WNza3tHXN3707GqcDEwTGLRSdAkjAaEUdRxUgnEQTxgJH7YHg9rt8/ECFpHLXVKCEeR/2IhhQjpZFvntjwCrqhQDh79DM7r7mKsh7JeF7P58 mxXc99s2o1rIngorELUwWFWr754/ZinHISKcyQlF3bSpSXIaEoZiSvuKkkCcJD1CddbSPEifSyycdyeKRJD4ax0CdScEL/TmSISznige7kSA3kfG0M/6t1UxVeeBmNklSRCE8XhSmDKobjlGCPCoIVG2mDsKD6rRAPkE5J6SxntgQ8n71roEOy5yNZNM5p47Jh3Z5Vm+0irTI4AIegBmxwDprgBrSAAzB4Ai/gFbwZz8aH8Wl8TVtLRjGzD2ZkfP8CVWOtQQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="50XgQmQ9qe/18Rcs3krBVYaiQ5A=">AAACN3icbZC7TsMwFIadcivlFmBksaiQ2oGSICQuUyUWxiI1UKmJIsd1Wqt2EtkOqIryGLwMrPAQbEyIFZ4At81AW37J0u/vnKNj/0HCqFSW9W6UlpZXVtfK65WNza3tHXN3707GqcDEwTGLRSdAkjAaEUdRxUgnEQTxgJH7YHg9rt8/ECFpHLXVKCEeR/2IhhQjpZFvntjwCrqhQDh79DM7r7mKsh7JeF7P58 mxXc99s2o1rIngorELUwWFWr754/ZinHISKcyQlF3bSpSXIaEoZiSvuKkkCcJD1CddbSPEifSyycdyeKRJD4ax0CdScEL/TmSISznige7kSA3kfG0M/6t1UxVeeBmNklSRCE8XhSmDKobjlGCPCoIVG2mDsKD6rRAPkE5J6SxntgQ8n71roEOy5yNZNM5p47Jh3Z5Vm+0irTI4AIegBmxwDprgBrSAAzB4Ai/gFbwZz8aH8Wl8TVtLRjGzD2ZkfP8CVWOtQQ==</latexit>
1 :
w1(m˜+ 1)
w1(m˜)
<latexit sha1_base64="cinrgO561rHvVGVvJB7zLcKy7IE=">AAACN3icbZBNS8MwGMfT+TbnW9Wjl+AQNoTZiuDLaeDF44RVB2spaZZuYUlbklQZpR/DL6NX/RDePIlX/QRmWw9u8w+Bf37P8/Ak/yBhVCrLejdKS8srq2vl9crG5tb2jrm7dyfjVGDi4JjFohMgSRiNiKOoYqSTCIJ4wMh9MLwe1+8fiJA0jtpqlBCPo35EQ4qR0sg3T2x4Bd1QIJw9+pmd11xFWY9kPD+26/ k8q+e+WbUa1kRw0diFqYJCLd/8cXsxTjmJFGZIyq5tJcrLkFAUM5JX3FSSBOEh6pOuthHiRHrZ5GM5PNKkB8NY6BMpOKF/JzLEpRzxQHdypAZyvjaG/9W6qQovvIxGSapIhKeLwpRBFcNxSrBHBcGKjbRBWFD9VogHSKekdJYzWwKez9410CHZ85EsGue0cdmwbs+qzXaRVhkcgENQAzY4B01wA1rAARg8gRfwCt6MZ+PD+DS+pq0lo5jZBzMyvn8BSlmtPw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="cinrgO561rHvVGVvJB7zLcKy7IE=">AAACN3icbZBNS8MwGMfT+TbnW9Wjl+AQNoTZiuDLaeDF44RVB2spaZZuYUlbklQZpR/DL6NX/RDePIlX/QRmWw9u8w+Bf37P8/Ak/yBhVCrLejdKS8srq2vl9crG5tb2jrm7dyfjVGDi4JjFohMgSRiNiKOoYqSTCIJ4wMh9MLwe1+8fiJA0jtpqlBCPo35EQ4qR0sg3T2x4Bd1QIJw9+pmd11xFWY9kPD+26/ k8q+e+WbUa1kRw0diFqYJCLd/8cXsxTjmJFGZIyq5tJcrLkFAUM5JX3FSSBOEh6pOuthHiRHrZ5GM5PNKkB8NY6BMpOKF/JzLEpRzxQHdypAZyvjaG/9W6qQovvIxGSapIhKeLwpRBFcNxSrBHBcGKjbRBWFD9VogHSKekdJYzWwKez9410CHZ85EsGue0cdmwbs+qzXaRVhkcgENQAzY4B01wA1rAARg8gRfwCt6MZ+PD+DS+pq0lo5jZBzMyvn8BSlmtPw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="cinrgO561rHvVGVvJB7zLcKy7IE=">AAACN3icbZBNS8MwGMfT+TbnW9Wjl+AQNoTZiuDLaeDF44RVB2spaZZuYUlbklQZpR/DL6NX/RDePIlX/QRmWw9u8w+Bf37P8/Ak/yBhVCrLejdKS8srq2vl9crG5tb2jrm7dyfjVGDi4JjFohMgSRiNiKOoYqSTCIJ4wMh9MLwe1+8fiJA0jtpqlBCPo35EQ4qR0sg3T2x4Bd1QIJw9+pmd11xFWY9kPD+26/ k8q+e+WbUa1kRw0diFqYJCLd/8cXsxTjmJFGZIyq5tJcrLkFAUM5JX3FSSBOEh6pOuthHiRHrZ5GM5PNKkB8NY6BMpOKF/JzLEpRzxQHdypAZyvjaG/9W6qQovvIxGSapIhKeLwpRBFcNxSrBHBcGKjbRBWFD9VogHSKekdJYzWwKez9410CHZ85EsGue0cdmwbs+qzXaRVhkcgENQAzY4B01wA1rAARg8gRfwCt6MZ+PD+DS+pq0lo5jZBzMyvn8BSlmtPw==</latexit>
0 :
f1(m˜)
w1(m˜)
<latexit sha1_base64="1DKMao2cxjK01J/GajzIP69KA8E=">AAACNXicbZBNS8MwGMfT+TbnW9Wjl+AQ5sHRiuDLaeDF44RVB2spaZpuYUlbklQZpZ/CL6NX/RRePIlXwU9gtvXgNv8Q+Of3PA9P8g9SRqWyrHejsrS8srpWXa9tbG5t75i7e3cyyQQmDk5YIroBkoTRmDiKKka6qSCIB4zcB8Prcf3+gQhJk7ijRinxOOrHNKIYKY1888SCV9CNBMJ55Od20XAVZSHJeXFc5I/zxDfrVtOaCC4auzR1UKrtmz9umOCMk1hhhqTs2VaqvBwJRTEjRc3NJEkRHqI+6WkbI06kl0++VcAjTUIYJUKfWMEJ/TuRIy7liAe6kyM1kPO1Mfyv1stUdOHlNE4zRWI8XRRlDKoEjjOCIRUEKzbSBmFB9VshHiCdkdJJzmwJeDF710CHZM9Hsmic0+Zl07o9q7c6ZVpVcAAOQQPY4By0wA1oAwdg8ARewCt4M56ND+PT+Jq2VoxyZh/MyPj+BS9RrL0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1DKMao2cxjK01J/GajzIP69KA8E=">AAACNXicbZBNS8MwGMfT+TbnW9Wjl+AQ5sHRiuDLaeDF44RVB2spaZpuYUlbklQZpZ/CL6NX/RRePIlXwU9gtvXgNv8Q+Of3PA9P8g9SRqWyrHejsrS8srpWXa9tbG5t75i7e3cyyQQmDk5YIroBkoTRmDiKKka6qSCIB4zcB8Prcf3+gQhJk7ijRinxOOrHNKIYKY1888SCV9CNBMJ55Od20XAVZSHJeXFc5I/zxDfrVtOaCC4auzR1UKrtmz9umOCMk1hhhqTs2VaqvBwJRTEjRc3NJEkRHqI+6WkbI06kl0++VcAjTUIYJUKfWMEJ/TuRIy7liAe6kyM1kPO1Mfyv1stUdOHlNE4zRWI8XRRlDKoEjjOCIRUEKzbSBmFB9VshHiCdkdJJzmwJeDF710CHZM9Hsmic0+Zl07o9q7c6ZVpVcAAOQQPY4By0wA1oAwdg8ARewCt4M56ND+PT+Jq2VoxyZh/MyPj+BS9RrL0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1DKMao2cxjK01J/GajzIP69KA8E=">AAACNXicbZBNS8MwGMfT+TbnW9Wjl+AQ5sHRiuDLaeDF44RVB2spaZpuYUlbklQZpZ/CL6NX/RRePIlXwU9gtvXgNv8Q+Of3PA9P8g9SRqWyrHejsrS8srpWXa9tbG5t75i7e3cyyQQmDk5YIroBkoTRmDiKKka6qSCIB4zcB8Prcf3+gQhJk7ijRinxOOrHNKIYKY1888SCV9CNBMJ55Od20XAVZSHJeXFc5I/zxDfrVtOaCC4auzR1UKrtmz9umOCMk1hhhqTs2VaqvBwJRTEjRc3NJEkRHqI+6WkbI06kl0++VcAjTUIYJUKfWMEJ/TuRIy7liAe6kyM1kPO1Mfyv1stUdOHlNE4zRWI8XRRlDKoEjjOCIRUEKzbSBmFB9VshHiCdkdJJzmwJeDF710CHZM9Hsmic0+Zl07o9q7c6ZVpVcAAOQQPY4By0wA1oAwdg8ARewCt4M56ND+PT+Jq2VoxyZh/MyPj+BS9RrL0=</latexit>
0 :
f1(2)
w1(2)
<latexit sha1_base64="34rRPgV6JazQmJbM70e4X0n7cx8=">AAACJXicbZDLSgMxFIYzXmu9jboUIViEuikzRfCyKrhxWaFjC+1QMmmmDU0yQ5JRyjArX0a3+h6uRHDlO/gEpu0ItvWHwJf/nMNJ/iBmVGnH+bSWlldW19YLG8XNre2dXXtv/05FicTEwxGLZCtAijAqiKepZqQVS4J4wEgzGF6P6817IhWNREOPYuJz1Bc0pBhpY3XtIwdewU4oEU7Dbupm5epplj78UtcuORVnIrgIbg4lkKvetb87vQgnnAiNGVKq7Tqx9lMkNcWMZMVOokiM8BD1SdugQJwoP518I4MnxunBMJLmCA0n7t+JFHGlRjwwnRzpgZqvjc3/au1Ehxd+SkWcaCLwdFGYMKgjOM4E9qgkWLORAYQlNW+FeIBMJtokN7Ml4Nns3RgmJHc+kkXwqpXLinN7Vqo18rQK4BAcgzJwwTmogRtQBx7A4BE8gxfwaj1Zb9a79TFtXbLymQMwI+vrBxqEpNs=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="34rRPgV6JazQmJbM70e4X0n7cx8=">AAACJXicbZDLSgMxFIYzXmu9jboUIViEuikzRfCyKrhxWaFjC+1QMmmmDU0yQ5JRyjArX0a3+h6uRHDlO/gEpu0ItvWHwJf/nMNJ/iBmVGnH+bSWlldW19YLG8XNre2dXXtv/05FicTEwxGLZCtAijAqiKepZqQVS4J4wEgzGF6P6817IhWNREOPYuJz1Bc0pBhpY3XtIwdewU4oEU7Dbupm5epplj78UtcuORVnIrgIbg4lkKvetb87vQgnnAiNGVKq7Tqx9lMkNcWMZMVOokiM8BD1SdugQJwoP518I4MnxunBMJLmCA0n7t+JFHGlRjwwnRzpgZqvjc3/au1Ehxd+SkWcaCLwdFGYMKgjOM4E9qgkWLORAYQlNW+FeIBMJtokN7Ml4Nns3RgmJHc+kkXwqpXLinN7Vqo18rQK4BAcgzJwwTmogRtQBx7A4BE8gxfwaj1Zb9a79TFtXbLymQMwI+vrBxqEpNs=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="34rRPgV6JazQmJbM70e4X0n7cx8=">AAACJXicbZDLSgMxFIYzXmu9jboUIViEuikzRfCyKrhxWaFjC+1QMmmmDU0yQ5JRyjArX0a3+h6uRHDlO/gEpu0ItvWHwJf/nMNJ/iBmVGnH+bSWlldW19YLG8XNre2dXXtv/05FicTEwxGLZCtAijAqiKepZqQVS4J4wEgzGF6P6817IhWNREOPYuJz1Bc0pBhpY3XtIwdewU4oEU7Dbupm5epplj78UtcuORVnIrgIbg4lkKvetb87vQgnnAiNGVKq7Tqx9lMkNcWMZMVOokiM8BD1SdugQJwoP518I4MnxunBMJLmCA0n7t+JFHGlRjwwnRzpgZqvjc3/au1Ehxd+SkWcaCLwdFGYMKgjOM4E9qgkWLORAYQlNW+FeIBMJtokN7Ml4Nns3RgmJHc+kkXwqpXLinN7Vqo18rQK4BAcgzJwwTmogRtQBx7A4BE8gxfwaj1Zb9a79TFtXbLymQMwI+vrBxqEpNs=</latexit>
0 :
f1(1)
w1(1)
<latexit sha1_base64="e/E+X9h2PbIdWXvPp9r5UxyEp5c=">AAACJXicbZDLSgMxFIYz9VbrbdSlCMEi1E2ZEcHLquDGZYWOLbRDyaSZNjTJDElGKcOsfBnd6nu4EsGV7+ATmLYj2NYfAl/+cw4n+YOYUaUd59MqLC2vrK4V10sbm1vbO/bu3p2KEomJhyMWyVaAFGFUEE9TzUgrlgTxgJFmMLwe15v3RCoaiYYexcTnqC9oSDHSxurahw68gp1QIpyG3dTNKu5Jlj78UtcuO1VnIrgIbg5lkKvetb87vQgnnAiNGVKq7Tqx9lMkNcWMZKVOokiM8BD1SdugQJwoP518I4PHxunBMJLmCA0n7t+JFHGlRjwwnRzpgZqvjc3/au1Ehxd+SkWcaCLwdFGYMKgjOM4E9qgkWLORAYQlNW+FeIBMJtokN7Ml4Nns3RgmJHc+kkXwTquXVef2rFxr5GkVwQE4AhXggnNQAzegDjyAwSN4Bi/g1Xqy3qx362PaWrDymX0wI+vrBxcwpNk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="e/E+X9h2PbIdWXvPp9r5UxyEp5c=">AAACJXicbZDLSgMxFIYz9VbrbdSlCMEi1E2ZEcHLquDGZYWOLbRDyaSZNjTJDElGKcOsfBnd6nu4EsGV7+ATmLYj2NYfAl/+cw4n+YOYUaUd59MqLC2vrK4V10sbm1vbO/bu3p2KEomJhyMWyVaAFGFUEE9TzUgrlgTxgJFmMLwe15v3RCoaiYYexcTnqC9oSDHSxurahw68gp1QIpyG3dTNKu5Jlj78UtcuO1VnIrgIbg5lkKvetb87vQgnnAiNGVKq7Tqx9lMkNcWMZKVOokiM8BD1SdugQJwoP518I4PHxunBMJLmCA0n7t+JFHGlRjwwnRzpgZqvjc3/au1Ehxd+SkWcaCLwdFGYMKgjOM4E9qgkWLORAYQlNW+FeIBMJtokN7Ml4Nns3RgmJHc+kkXwTquXVef2rFxr5GkVwQE4AhXggnNQAzegDjyAwSN4Bi/g1Xqy3qx362PaWrDymX0wI+vrBxcwpNk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="e/E+X9h2PbIdWXvPp9r5UxyEp5c=">AAACJXicbZDLSgMxFIYz9VbrbdSlCMEi1E2ZEcHLquDGZYWOLbRDyaSZNjTJDElGKcOsfBnd6nu4EsGV7+ATmLYj2NYfAl/+cw4n+YOYUaUd59MqLC2vrK4V10sbm1vbO/bu3p2KEomJhyMWyVaAFGFUEE9TzUgrlgTxgJFmMLwe15v3RCoaiYYexcTnqC9oSDHSxurahw68gp1QIpyG3dTNKu5Jlj78UtcuO1VnIrgIbg5lkKvetb87vQgnnAiNGVKq7Tqx9lMkNcWMZKVOokiM8BD1SdugQJwoP518I4PHxunBMJLmCA0n7t+JFHGlRjwwnRzpgZqvjc3/au1Ehxd+SkWcaCLwdFGYMKgjOM4E9qgkWLORAYQlNW+FeIBMJtokN7Ml4Nns3RgmJHc+kkXwTquXVef2rFxr5GkVwQE4AhXggnNQAzegDjyAwSN4Bi/g1Xqy3qx362PaWrDymX0wI+vrBxcwpNk=</latexit>
FIG. 5: The -machine representations of a renewal
process of the eventually ∆0-Poisson type with
characteristic (n˜,∆0 = 1) (left) and of the reverse
eventually ∆1-Poisson type with characteristic
(m˜,∆1 = 1) (right). 67.9% of users have -machines of
the renewal-type, while only 0.59% have -machines of
the reverse renewal-type.
Alternating Renewal Process. More generally, we
can define a class of processes such that the distributions
over run lengths of activity and quiescence are allowed
to deviate from the geometric distribution. Such pro-
cesses are known as alternating renewal processes. An
alternating renewal process switches between periods of
quiescence and activity with probabilities governed by
the quiescence length f0(n) and activity length f1(m)
distributions. The -machine for an alternating renewal
process with eventually geometric distributions for both
inter-arrival and inter-quiescence is given in Figure 6.
We call such a process an alternating (m˜1, n˜0) eventually
(∆1,∆0)-Poisson process. Again, this class of processes
offers another parametric model for user behavior, with
parameters n˜0, m˜1, {p0(n)}n˜n=0, and {p1(m)}m˜m=0.
Because of the stereotyped architecture of the -
machines for renewal, reverse renewal, and alternating re-
newal processes, we can easily identify those users whose
-machines have these architectures. An -machine rep-
resents an alternating renewal process if and only if there
is precisely one state transitioned to on an x from a
state transitioned to on an x′ 6= x, x ∈ {0, 1}. For
example, the state transitioned to on a 1 from states
transitioned to on a 0 represents the start of a run of
0s. The -machines for renewal / reverse renewal pro-
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FIG. 6: The -machine representation of an alternating
renewal process of the eventually (∆1,∆0)-Poisson type
with characteristic (m˜1, n˜0,∆1 = 1,∆0 = 1). 8.7% of
users have -machines of the alternating renewal type.
cesses have this property, in addition to only having a
single state transitioned to on a 1 / 0. Thus, renewal
and reverse renewal processes are a subset of alternat-
ing renewal processes. Using these rules, we can identify
which users’ models correspond to renewal, reverse re-
newal, or alternating renewal processes. We find that
1881 (13.1%) of the -machines correspond to (homo-
geneous) Bernoulli processes, 5408 (37.7%) correspond
to two-state renewal / reverse renewal processes, 2713
(18.9%) correspond to pure renewal processes with three
or more states, 85 (0.59%) correspond to pure reverse
renewal processes with three or more states, and 1250
(8.7%) correspond to alternating renewal processes with
four or more states.
As we have seen, by definition the non-alternating re-
newal users must be such that their -machine has one
or more states transitioned to on an x from a state tran-
sitioned to on an x′ 6= x. In practical terms, this means
that for these users, knowledge of the time since a user
switched from a period of activity / quiescence to a pe-
riod of quiescence / activity is not sufficient to resolve
a causal state. However, in many cases it is sufficient
to know the behavior of the user immediately prior to
a switch from quiescence to activity or vice versa. For
example, a user may behave differently when they have
switched from active to passive after just being active
compared to after just being passive. These cases corre-
spond to generalizations of the alternating renewal pro-
cess to higher orders. Table II summarizes the number of
models that correspond to an alternating renewal model
TABLE II: The number (proportion) of users with
-machines and -transducers of a given alternating
renewal order. A 0th order alternating renewal process
corresponds to a Bernoulli process, a 1st order
alternating renewal process corresponds to a standard
renewal process, etc.
Alternating Renewal Order # of Ms # of Ts
0 1881 (13.1%) 648 (5.1%)
1 9546 (66.7%) 8249 (65.3%)
2 611 (4.3%) 400 (3.2%)
3 493 (3.4%) 309 (2.4%)
4 530 (3.7%) 243 (1.9%)
5 518 (3.6%) 220 (0.02%)
6 134 (1.0%) 147 (0.01%)
of a certain order. For example, a zeroth order alternat-
ing renewal model corresponds to a Bernoulli process,
a first order alternating renewal process corresponds to
the model architecture in Figure 6, etc. We see that
many of the models resolve to alternating renewal mod-
els of higher orders. In total, 95% of the users have an -
machine in agreement with an alternating renewal model
of order 6 or smaller.
C. -transducer Causal Architectures
Thus far, we have considered the models associated
with user behavior when we ignore their inputs. Next we
turn to the models that incorporate those inputs, namely
the -transducer. Recall that the input {Yt} we consider
is whether a user was mentioned during time interval
t. As with the -machines for the self-driven model, we
find that most users are well-described by -transducers
with a small number of states, with 95% having 6 states
or fewer and 90% having 25 or fewer states in the self-
memoryless and self-memoryful cases, respectively.
Renewal-like Self-Memoryless Transducer. For
the self-memoryless case, 12059 of the 12641 mentioned
users (95%) have an -transducer with an architecture
analogous to Figure 5a. That is, the user has a ‘just-
mentioned’ state, and subsequent time steps without the
user receiving a mention lead to transitions away from
this state, until a terminal state n˜ is reached. The causal
states therefore map to the time since the user was men-
tioned, with all times of length n˜ or longer mapped to the
same state. Thus, when viewed as purely socially-driven,
the relevant quantity to track for almost all of the users
is the time since they were last mentioned.
Renewal-like Self-Memoryful Transducer. A
similar overarching ‘counting’ model architecture is also
present amongst the memoryful -transducers. Recall-
ing that another way to view the states of an alternat-
ing renewal process is as counting the length of runs
of x since the last x′ 6= x, we can generalize this to
the -transducer by considering states that count the
9lengths of runs of input-output symbols (y, x) since the
last input-output symbol (y′, x′) 6= (y, x). As in the
memoryless -transducer case, we call this an alternat-
ing renewal-like process, since the causal states act in a
similar fashion. We present a schematic representation of
the partitioning of the channel causal state space in Fig-
ure 7. For these -transducers, the causal states can be
partitioned based on the runs of (y, x) they count since
the last (y′, x′) 6= (y, x). Thus, we begin by dividing the
set of causal states into four quadrants, based on the runs
of (y, x) which they count. All states in a quadrant la-
beled by (y, x) are transitioned to on (y, x). Then, the
causal states within a quadrant are further partitioned
into thirds, where each third corresponds to the sym-
bol (y′, x′) seen before the current run of (y, x). Thus,
each third has a unique start state that is transitioned
to on a (y, x) from a state transitioned to on a (y′, x′).
10216 of 12641 (81%) of the mentioned users have an
-transducer in this alternating renewal-like class. Note
that the partitioning given in Figure 7 is the most gen-
eral possible for this type of -transducer. The quad-
rants / thirds within a quadrant may further collapse,
as dictated by the structure of the -transducer. For
example, Figure 8 is an alternating renewal-like trans-
ducer inferred for 27% of the mentioned users. This -
transducer has three states, which correspond to runs of
(0, 0), (0, 1), and (1, ∗) and are labeled as such. In this
case, the quadrants corresponding to (1, 0) and (1, 1) col-
lapse, since the corresponding state counts runs of y = 1
regardless of the user behavior x. Moreover, all thirds
within a given quadrant also collapse, since the states
treat runs of (y, x) as the same from any (y′, x′) 6= (y, x).
In terms of the actual behavior of the user, we see that
the state labeled (0, 0) corresponds to when the user has
been both quiescent and unmentioned in the recent past.
In this case, the user has probability β of being active
given this state. The state labeled (0, 1) corresponds to
when the user has been active, but not mentioned, in the
recent past. In this case, the user has probability α > β
of being active given this state. Finally, the state labeled
(1, ∗) corresponds to the case where the user has been
mentioned in the recent past, regardless of whether or
not the user has been active. The user has probability
γ > β of being active given this state. Thus, for over
a quarter of the users, we see that knowledge of the re-
cent past of both their own and their inputs behaviors
provides sufficient information for predicting their future
behavior. In particular, each of the quadrants requires
only a single state, whereas in the most general model of
this type with Lmax = 6 allows for 6× 3 = 18 states per
quadrant.
As with the renewal, reverse renewal, and alternat-
ing renewal processes inferred from the -machines, this
alternating renewal-like -transducer motivates a partic-
ular parametric model, albeit a much more complicated
one. In this case, we need to specify the chain lengths
n˜(y′,x′),(y,x) within each third (y
′, x′) of a quadrant (y, x).
However, this results in at most L · |X | · |Y| · (|X | · |Y|−1)
Transition on:
0 | 0
0 | 1
1 | 0
1 | 1
Repeating 0 | 0
since 0 | 1.
...
...
......
...
...
...
...
... ...
...
...
FIG. 7: A schematic demonstrating the partitioning of
the transducer state space associated with a
renewal-like -transducer. Each quadrant is determined
by the input-output symbol pair being ‘counted,’ and
each third within a quadrant is determined by the
input-output pair the count begins from. We only show
outgoing transitions for the first third of the first
quadrant, which correspond to transitions of 0 | 1, 1 | 0
or 1 | 1 after observing 0 | 0. 70.4% of users have
-transducers of this type.
states overall, compared to (|X | · |Y|)L states in the most
general model, and therefore a linear growth in model
complexity as a function of history length L compared to
a geometric growth.
Again, as with the alternating renewal process, the al-
ternating renewal-like -transducer generalizes to higher
orders by considering the input-output behavior imme-
diately prior to a switch from (y′, x′) to (y, x) 6= (y′, x′).
For example, a second order alternating renewal-like
-transducer would distinguish between a user becom-
ing quiescent and unmentioned after being mentioned
twice in the past compared to going unmentioned be-
fore the previous mention. Many of the users exhibit -
transducers of higher order as shown in Table II. Of the
12641 mentioned users, 78% are alternating renewal-like
of order 6 or smaller.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have developed and applied a mod-
eling framework for human behavior in digital environ-
ments. The approach begins by viewing a user’s behavior
as a discrete-time point process at a prespecified tempo-
ral resolution, and then considers four possible stochas-
tic models that might give rise to the user’s behavior,
namely the seasonal, self-driven, socially-driven, and self-
and socially-driven processes which we estimate using an
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FIG. 8: The most common self-memoryful -transducer
architecture associated with 3376 of the 12641
mentioned users (27%).
inhomogeneous Bernoulli process, an -machine, or self-
memoryless/memoryful -transducers.
We have found that simple computational architec-
tures, as specified by their -machines and -transducers,
describe much of the observed behavior of the users in our
data set. A renewal process model, or its generalizations
to reverse renewal and alternating renewal processes, was
found to be appropriate for approximately 80% of the
users in our study. This is in agreement with much of
the literature on human communication patterns. How-
ever, we emphasize that we did not assume such models
a priori, but rather discovered their prevalence by using
non-parametric modeling in an exploratory fashion. In
fact, the appearance of reverse renewal and alternating
renewal processes demonstrate that renewal process mod-
els alone are not sufficient to describe, for example, the
burstiness observed in human communication patterns.
Moreover, we discovered a new class of renewal-like mod-
els that generalize renewal processes to input-output sys-
tems. We found that this class of models describes over
70% of the users in terms of the interaction between their
activity and their social inputs. The prevalence of these
stereotyped -machines/transducers motivates the use of
either frequentist (such as the cross-validation approach
used in this paper) or Bayesian (as recently developed
in [33]) approaches that take advantage of these struc-
tures a priori during the estimation process. In addition
to the generalized alternating renewal models, more gen-
eral models were necessary for over 20% of the users in
the self-driven case and nearly 30% of the users in the
self- and socially-driven case.
One short-coming of our work is the discretization of
the behavior of all users at the time resolution of δ = 10
minutes in order to analyze their behavior through the
lens of discrete-time computational mechanics. The com-
putational mechanics of continuous-time, discrete event
processes was recently developed in [34, 35]. While at
present machine reconstruction algorithms for inferring
-machines from such processes do not exist, this work
and others motivate their development. A reanalysis of
this data set from this viewpoint may reveal additional
details hidden by the discretization.
The apparent complexity of observed user behavior on
Twitter seems to arise from a simple computational land-
scape. Our present work lays out an initial sketch of its
features. We hope this work motivates further explo-
ration of the computational landscape of user behavior
on Twitter and other communication platforms, and re-
finement of their maps.
Appendix A: The transCSSR Algorithm for
-transducer Reconstruction
A diverse collection of algorithms have been developed
to infer -machines from data, from the topological meth-
ods first presented in [36] to more recent methods based
on Bayesian methods [33]. Additional algorithms have
been developed based on spectral methods [37] and in-
teger programming [38]. We focus on the Causal State
Splitting Reconstruction (CSSR) algorithm [30].
The theory formalizing -transducers has only recently
been developed, and the literature on -transducer recon-
struction from finite data is sparse. Sketches of CSSR-like
algorithms for -transducer reconstruction are provided
in [13, 39]. In this appendix, we develop the ideas origi-
nally suggested in these prior works, and present a gen-
eralization of CSSR for -transducer reconstruction from
data resulting from input-output systems. In homage to
CSSR, we call our algorithm transCSSR, a portmanteau of
transducer and CSSR. The transCSSR algorithm has been
implemented in Python, and is available on GitHub [40].
We sketch the transCSSR algorithm here, and give the
pseudocode in Figure 9. The first phase of the algorithm
groups input-output histories into a set of weakly pre-
scient states. It begins by assuming that all input-output
histories induce the same one-step-ahead predictive dis-
tribution. This is equivalent to assuming the transducer
output future is independent of the input-output past, or
to grouping together all joint histories into a candidate
causal state represented by the joint input-output suffix
(∗λ, ∗λ), where λ is the null symbol. At each succes-
sive step, each candidate causal state s is tested for weak
prescience by growing its histories into the past by one
input-output pair. If the state is weakly prescient, then
the predictive distribution for the new history should be
equivalent to that of its parent causal state. This condi-
tion is tested using the null hypothesis
P
(
X0 | (Y −1−(L+1), X−1−(L+1)) = (ay−1−L, bx−1−L)
)
= P
(
X0 | Sˆ = s
) (A1)
with a significance test of size α. If the null hypothesis
is rejected, the predictive distribution of the history is
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compared against all of the remaining candidate causal
states s∗ 6= s using the restricted alternative hypothesis
P
(
X0 | (Y −1−(L+1), X−1−(L+1)) = (ay−1−L, bx−1−L)
)
= P
(
X0 | Sˆ = s∗
)
.
(A2)
Finally, if the history’s predictive distribution does not
agree with any of the candidate causal states, it is split
into a new candidate casual state. Such potential split-
ting is performed until the input-output symbols under
consideration are each of length Lmax. Any hypothe-
sis test for comparing discrete distributions may be used
for (A1) and (A2). We use the test based on the G-
statistic [41].
At the end of the this stage, each candidate causal
state consists of histories that are within-state equivalent
and between-state distinct in terms of their predictive
distributions, and each candidate causal state is weakly
prescient. The causal states have these properties, in ad-
dition to being deterministic / unifilar on transitions be-
tween states on input-output pairs. To ensure determin-
ism / unfilarity, the successor state for each history (y,x)
of length Lmax−1 on an input-output pair (a, b) ∈ Y×X
is determined. If two or more histories in the same state
transition to different states on the input-output pair
(a, b), that state is split, and the determinization step is
repeated. This procedure is repeats until all transitions
are deterministic. Since there are finitely many histories,
this procedure always terminates, in the extreme case
with each history having its own causal state. Because
this stage only ever splits histories from states, and the
states before this stage were weakly prescient and within-
state equivalent and between-state distinct, the resulting
states are as well. Therefore, the procedure results in a
set of states that are weakly prescient and deterministic,
and thus causal.
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I. Initialization: L← 0, Σ← {{∅}}
II. Homogenization:
while L < Lmax do
for each s ∈ Σ do
estimate Pˆ (X0|Sˆ = s)
for each (y,x) ∈ s do
for each (a, b) ∈ Y × X do
estimate
p←
Pˆ (X0|(Y −1−L−1, X−1−L−1) = (ay, bx))
Test(Σ, p, (ay, bx), s, α)
end for
end for
end for
L← L+ 1
end while
III. Determinization:
Remove transient states from Σ
recursive ← False
while Not recursive do
recursive ← True
for each s ∈ Σ do
for each (a, b) ∈ Y × X do
(y0,x0) ← first
(y−1−(Lmax−1), x
−1
−(Lmax−1)) ∈ s
T (s, (a, b))← ˆ((y0a,x0b))
for each (y,x) ∈ s, (y,x) 6= (y0,x0) do
if ˆ((ya,xb)) 6= T (s, (a, b)) then
create new state s′ ∈ Σ
T (s′, (a, b))← ˆ((ya,xb))
for each (y′,x′) ∈ s such that
ˆ((y′a,x′b)) = ˆ((ya,xb)) do
Move((y′,x′), s, s′)
end for
recursive ← False
end if
end for
end for
end for
end while
Test(Σ, p, (ay, bx), s, α)
if null hypothesis (A1) passes a test of size α then
s← {(ay, bx)} ∪ s
else if restricted alternative hypothesis (A2)
passes a test of size α for s∗ ∈ Σ, s∗ 6= s then
Move((ay, bx), s, s∗)
else
create new state s′ ∈ Σ
Move((ay, bx), s, s′)
end if
Move((y,x), s1, s2)
s1 ← s1 \ {(y,x)}
re-estimate Pˆ (Xt|Sˆ = s1)
s2 ← s2 ∪ {(y,x)}
re-estimate Pˆ (Xt|Sˆ = s2)
FIG. 9: Pseudo-code for the transCSSR algorithm.
Arguments: Y,X : the discrete alphabets for the input
and output processes; (yN1 , x
N
1 ): the joint input-output
sequence of length N drawn from Y × X ; Lmax: the
maximum history length used when estimating
candidate causal states; α: the probability of falsely
rejecting the null hypotheses (A1) and (A2).
